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PASSENGERS ALL SURVIVE CRASH
LANDING AT GANDER AIRPORT
A small, 14-passenger Air Canada flight crash
landed in Gander during the snowstorm in
April – a crash landing so rough propellers
were cracked and landing gear was snapped.
In fact, one of the cracked propellers broke
through a window near a passenger. As
the plane got closer and closer to landing,
turbulence was so bad passengers simply
knew they were in serious trouble. While all
passengers survived, 3 were taken to hospital
for examination. Passengers report having
waited in the storm for about 20 minutes
before help came, and were not warned to
brace themselves for the crash landing. The
storm was so bad cabs weren’t even available
from the airport to take them to their hotels,
yet the plane attempted a landing. This was
the only flight that attempted to land in Gander
during that storm.
LOCALS LAND 8 EAST COAST
MUSIC AWARDS
Hey Rosetta won a whopping 4 ECMAs, and
Amelia Curran took home 2 (Folk Recording,
and, Songwriter of the year). Everglow won
Fans’ Choice Music Video, and Fortunate Ones
won in the Rising Star category.
COLLEGE OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC’S
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION PROGRAM TO
BE PRIVATIZED
The Liberals plan on privatizing the college’s
Adult Basic Education program – the new
budget axed its funding. The ABE program is
offered at a dozen NL campuses, and provides
adults who didn’t complete high school a
chance to get their high school equivalent.
NAPE’s Carol Furlong was among those
blasting the idea, as it will mean job losses;
a speculation confirmed by an insider leak to
CBC indicated that upwards of 200 jobs could
be terminated upon privatization. Others are
calling it a short-sighted move, since private
industry, not government, will now be making
money off the program.

HEY ROSETTA’S TIM BAKER PARTNERS
WITH FACTORY FOR A NEW LOCAL
SONGWRITERS’’ CIRCLE
Hey Rosetta!'s Tim Baker and St. John's
newest music venue have partnered up
to offer the city a "carefully curated series
of songwriters circles, focusing on the
craftsmanship and process behind the
songs of some of the best writers around."
The series is called Inkwell, and the
first installation featured Len O’Neill of Green
& Gold, Ilia Nicoll, and Jody Richardson of The
Pathological Lovers. The idea for the series
was Tim's. "I spoke to Tim a few weeks back
and mentioned to him we'd be interested in
setting up a sort of 'shut up and listen' type of
event," says Factory co-owner Denver Drake.
"A more intimate, stripped down experience
where you'd actually learn what inspired, and
was behind the music."
BAY DE VERDE FISH PLANT FIRE
EVACUATES TOWN
A fish plant fire in Bay de Verde burned so badly
that hundreds of the town’s inhabitants had to be
evacuated. It was so bad, Mayor Gerard Murphy
declared a state of emergency as thick clouds
of smoke engulfed the town – the smoke was
thick enough to be seen by satellite imagery.
It took the efforts of 8 fire departments from
neighbouring towns to douse the flames, and
they kept at it despite the mayor pleading they
stop for their own safety. It was the first time
Bay de Verde ever used its emergency plan,
and luckily it worked: there were no injuries or
loss of life, despite the very big ammonia tank
and propane tanks in the facility. The mayor
requested a provincial water bomber aircraft, but
they were not yet operational for the season. The
plant employed much of the small town, causing
much distress among local families.
NEW SPOT, “ELEMENT COFFEE BAR
AND LOUNGE” COMING TO TOWN
There is no proposed opening date yet, but city
council has officially approved “Element Coffee
Bar and Lounge” to move into 516 Topsail

Road. That address is the multi-storefront
building behind Burger King on Topsail Rd.
This is more great news for townies not living
downtown, who want something other than a
cup of Tim’s available in their neighbourhoods.
Topsail Road has been broadening its food and
drink horizons lately, with spots like Freshii
and O’Mi Sushi. Its owners will be serving
alcoholic beverages as well, supposing their
application for a liquor licence is approved.
Element will employ four people.
NEW TECHNOLOGY AT AIRPORT
TO FACILITATE LANDING IN FOG IS
“99%” SUCCESSFUL
Our airport invested $37 Million into technology
that would undo its reputation for fog-based
cancelled flights and the re-routing planes
that can’t land on account of poor visibility.
While they’ve successfully landed planes in
foggy conditions, it’s not foolproof technology
it seems. To quote an airport Tweet, “Cat 3
ILS is fully operational today, but we're seeing
conditions fall below Cat 3 limits,” meaning
the technology is good up to a point, but not
on days the fog’s thick as pea soup. There still
needs to be at least 600 feet of visibility. The
airport claims “99% of planes” will indeed be
able to land in conditions of poor visibility that
would have previously been impossible to land
in. This translates into approximately 700 more
flights being able to land and take flight a year.
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A Chat with Historic Trust on The
City’s Heritage Demolition Spree
BY AMY STOODLEY

Wrecking balls and bulldozers
have been busy tearing down
parts of history in St.John’s.
A 130 year-old heritage property on Winter
Avenue is now a gravel pit, the architecturally
unique Salvation Army buildings downtown
are now parking spaces, the clock is ticking
on the mid-1800s Richmond Cottage, and the
fate of a 109 year-old heritage structure in the
east end lies in the hands of city council.
According to Historic Trust, a demolition
permit has been requested for Bryn Mawr
as a condition of sale to a developer and the
organization believes there are more historic
buildings at risk.
Cory Thorne is the Vice-President of Historic
Trust and the head of the Folklore Department
at Memorial University. He says heritage
regulations are only as strong as the city
councilors who vote on them and enforce them.
Here in St.John’s, it seems properties are
slipping through and history is getting lost.
Thorne says the biggest threat comes from
developers looking to cash in on large historic
properties like Quinnipiac, Richmond Cottage,
and Bryn Mawr. “Developers in these cases
favour demolition as a quick and easy path to
greater short-term profit.”
The city needs money and new developments
bring in more tax dollars. But Thorne says
there is a way to cash in on it all…new and
old. “In each case, the owners have the
options of adaptive-reuse, where they can
work to transform, even do new builds, which
connect to the existing properties. In many
communities, these types of developments
use the historic homes to increase value and
desirability of surrounding new-builds.”
Thorne says this could work to save
Richmond Cottage but the developers don’t

seem interested. Instead, he says the
developer is intentionally damaging the
property. ”They were given permission
to develop the property on the condition
that they restore Richmond Cottage. They
attempted to get out of this agreement by
using demolition by neglect,” Thorne says.
“They have the means to restore this if
desired, however the city has signed a new
agreement with them that allows them to
escape their responsibilities while putting
the property at greater risk. The developer is
certainly not facing hard times in this project,
nor can he argue that he didn’t know the
value of this property when he purchased it.”
Thorne says the situation is similar with
Bryn Mawr. “The owner has been shown to
have significant financial means to maintain
the property, which her family requested,
in 1993, to have provincially designated.
The owner has not listed the property for
public sale nor, as far as we can tell, has she
allowed exploration of options other than
demolition.”
Thorne says, “there could very well be a
buyer out there, if she were to list it for sale,
who is interested in adaptive re-use of the
home, however she has went straight to a
demolition permit.”
Thorne says if the historic regulations
were tighter, structures like Bryn Mawr
and Richmond Cottage wouldn’t be at
risk of demolition. “They would be forced
into redevelopment that would be more
appropriate to the neighbourhood and more
respectful of the historical value.”
He says protecting the city’s heritage is not
anti-development — it’s smart development.
”In a democratic society, everyone deserves
a right to a voice. Because these decisions
affect our community as a whole, we all
have the right to voice our opinions. We
cannot allow the 1% in our community to
fully control the development of our city,
as what is built, saved, restored has an
influence on all of us.”

Local Perspectives

Budget
Fallout
The City Has
a Role To Play
BY DAVE LANE

The budget just laid down by
our provincial government is
cause for serious concern.
Like all of us, I’ve been thinking a lot about
what this means. But the most powerful
feeling I have in reaction to this budget is one
of conviction. I’m convinced that City Hall,
and the council on which I sit, have a very
real ability to be leaders that help guide us
through these difficult times.
First and foremost, we have to reduce the
city’s tax burden on residents and businesses.
While this will be harder thanks to the budget’s
hit to the City’s finances, we have
started the complex task of a full
“program review” at City Hall.
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people will need alternatives to their cars due
to higher insurance rates and expensive gas.
And for those without cars, it is an
essential service.
We also should remember that when anyone
in our community goes through a tough
time, we all suffer. That’s why it’s critical that
the City continue with its affordable housing
initiatives, efforts to end homelessness, and
supports for seniors, newcomers, and youth.

The answers won’t be simple. For example,
while some people argue it’s not an essential
service, Metrobus should not be cut because

The New Budget Hurts
Some More than Others
EXAMPLES OF HOW WE ALL HURT
Roughly 300 provincial fees are going up: things like a driver’s or hunting licence,
birth & death & marriage certificates, a night at a provincial campground, various

We are all going to have less spending
money now, which will put a major strain on
the businesses that drive our economy and
provide us with our incomes. That’s why the
City should create and vigorously implement a
pro-local business strategy.
Startups, entrepreneurs, and small
businesses create jobs, attract newcomers
and tourists, and produce innovative solutions
to make people’s lives better. Our focus
should be on helping businesses “make a
go of it” by reducing red tape, simplifying
processes, and making reasonable
allowances wherever possible.

This should be a cross-organizational effort;
approvals for simple things like
new signs for your business
or routine inspections on
"We have started the
renovations should be
complex task of a full
It’s a one- to two-year-long
quick and helpful. A local
program review at City Hall
process, with changes
businessperson also
... The City should create and
being made all along
suggested
to me that
vigorously implement a
the way, that will force
we look into creative
pro-local business
city managers to think
tax incentives for small
strategy."
critically about how we can
businesses and prioritize
be more efficient, creative, and
locals for City purchases.
cost-effective. It will be tough, but
we’ll have to seriously look at reducing the
It would also be smart to give particular
number of people we employ and cancelling
attention to the sectors that have the most
employee salary increases. This will impact
impact on our economy. Those, in my opinion,
hundreds of families, as well as the morale of
include the arts, information technology,
individuals who work hard on our behalf, so
food, and tourism. These sectors represent
cuts will have to be implemented with care
things we are good at, and they draw visitors
and compassion.
and investors. In other words, they bring
As we go through the review, our top two
questions should be: “how does this program
help residents,” and “how does this program
contribute to the economy?”
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desperately needed outside dollars into our
economy.

permits and fines and inspections. Basically, every fee you can imagine, plus another
50 fees we haven’t had before. Prices on booze and smokes will go up, so drinking
away the budget blues will be counterproductive. Corporate taxes are up, income
taxes too. HST is jumping from 13 to 15%, and even gas taxes are up by 16.5
cents per litre. Come July 1, your insurance premiums will also be taxed at 15%. A
“Temporary Deficit Levy” will steal an additional $300 per year from those making
$25,000; $600 from those making $50,000; $750 from those making $75,000; and
$900 from top income earners. Even our highways will no longer be ploughed
24-7. A crazy idea in conjunction with closing a lot of rural offices – those travelling
to town for work are supposed to sleep in their cars on storm days? The provincial
budget projects a 15% reduction in employment over the next five years. That’s 15%
of our people suddenly unable to contribute to our economy as they had been before.

EXAMPLES OF HOW SOME GET
HIT HARDER THAN OTHERS
The sting of increased taxes and fee hikes simply won’t be felt by higher income
earners – the extra $20 to register your car is nothing for some of us. And the levy hurts
the rich the least. If you do the math, for anyone in the lowest bracket ($25,000 or less),
the levy eats up a higher percentage of income: $300 = 1.2% of $25,000. But for someone
making $200,000, the $900 levy is only 0.45% of their income. The closer we live to
the poverty line, the harder we’ll feel this. For example, plenty of programs that
benefit young families, the people reeling from student debt and limited employment,
have lost perks like Home Heating Rebates and a $2,200 Baby Bonus. Women still
make less, on average, than men. Because they make less money, fee increases on
services and goods they’re accustomed to will sting even more. This is compounded
by the fact that it is statistically sound to say that women use more services pertaining
to healthcare, childbirth, and mental health and addictions. So it is reasonable to say
women will suffer more from the cuts. Not to mention how cuts and closures are leaving
rural towns with no social workers, judges, or services to help them leave abusive
relationships – domestic violence is a prominent provincial problem. Students – the
future of our province – will also be hurting disproportionately. Among its many
cuts, government will now reduce and then eliminate funding for post-secondary
scholarships. They are also reducing the grant portion, while increasing the loan portion
of Student Financial Assistance for NL students. Favouring grants over loans was a big
step towards reducing student debt and giving the next generation a leg up on being
valuable contributors to our economy. Now, saddled with student

It’s going to be a difficult time. We have to
come together as a community more than we
ever have before. We have to be creative and
encourage each other to work hard and be
optimistic. The City has a role to play, and I’m
ready for action.

loan debt, they’ll be too broke to buy cars, homes, or have and raise
a family. Government has also cut another $14 Million in grants to
MUN – and MUN is a serious incubator of the people and ideas that’ll
dictate the future prosperity of this province.
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BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

raised the volume of the concerns being

Call The
Question

consultation, “engagement” and round

voiced. There’s been a call for more studies,
tables, in other words steady and continuing
avoidance of the core issue, how to make
such properties affordable to retain.
If those few edifices left around this old
seaport deemed “heritage structures” are

We’ve been debating the
merits and methods of
saving St. John’s built
heritage for as long as I can
remember. It wasn’t such
a pressing concern in the
worst of times because it
wasn’t worthwhile knocking
the old stuff down.
Then came the slow semi-gentrification
of the downtown and soon after that the
fleeting oil boom. Greedy developers urgently
needed desirable lots on which to erect flimsy
McMansions, structures good for the life of
their mortgage, water tight long enough for

of benefit to the larger public, if cultural
heritage has a value, if they help brand
St. John’s as an attraction, then the wider
society has to contribute to their upkeep to
a point it is worth more to maintain them
than it is to knock them down. People in
Cowan Heights will be on the hook as much
as those on Gower Street.
The only realistic tool the city has is to
grant tax holidays or a system where the
cost of the preservation of features can be
deducted against property tax. Piling on
regulations will discourage people from
buying and maintaining the properties, dilly
dallying while musing about options will
encourage those on the fence to expedite
demolition. Call the question.

the shysters that slapped them together to

Perhaps St. John’s doesn’t value its built

pull a Nolan and Hall and vamoose.

heritage enough to provide one group of

I’m as happy with an architecturally adventurous new
building as another twee Victorian. But I’ve not seen much of
the former and no one is coming here for the Boston Pizza.

Now that the boom has gone bust why is

citizens, the owners of those properties, a

there any rush to demolish? The current

break and it can finally be scrubbed from the

owner of Bryn Mawr wants it leveled to

agenda. But please, please, please decide

make way for a new housing development.

the fundamental question once and for all. If

It’s hard to know which is stupider,

St. John’s wishes to maintain it they have to

destroying a unique and historic structure

pay for it, otherwise it is the business of the

that was built to standards inconceivable

deed holder alone. No more meetings. No

today or getting into the development

more half-arsed, mealy mouthed resolutions

racket and real estate market as it is

before City Council, enough with the f*cking

about to bottom out. Those proposing the

committees. Decide.

destruction of Bryn Mawr should be sent a
copy of the Provincial budget.

I’m as happy with an architecturally
adventurous new building as another twee

On the heels of Quinnipiac and the bad faith

Victorian. But I’ve not seen much of the

dealings of Richmond Cottage’s current

former and no one is coming here for the

captor the fate of the old Baird place has

Boston Pizza.

NL’S BOOK TAX
LACKS LOGIC AND
WILL DO MORE
HARM THAN GOOD
BY CHAD PELLEY

By now you’ve probably
heard that we’re slated to be
the only province in Canada
to tax books – how’s that for
blind austerity?
Firstly, it’s a no-brainer that a province
marked by the lowest literacy rate in the
country should not be the province placing
a monetary barrier between books and the
financially strapped. Yet here we are, closing
free libraries and taxing books. All the while,
our finance minister claims the budget doesn’t
hurt lower-income families more.
We also have a disproportionate number
of local authors and publishing companies,
which means the book industry is one the
government should be fostering, not harming,
by giving people another reason to watch the
movie instead. Netflix is $7.99 a month, less
than the tax on the 2 thirty-dollar hardcovers I
read a month.
Last night I saw a Tweet. “I’m done with
buying books now thanks to #Budget2016,
I’ll just pirate whatever I wanna read now.”
And it goes without saying, the NL Book Tax
will only encourage people to shop online and
avoid the NL-only book tax. Way to kick all
our book vendors in the teeth.

Local book sales are critical for local authors,
especially ones published locally, since the
bulk of their book sales tend to be local. With
this tax, fewer book sales will mean, well,
fewer book sales, which doesn’t help you get
your name out there, nor does it make you
look appealing to a publisher when you try
and place your next manuscript. Desperate
times call for desperate measures, but this
book tax will do more harm than good – the
amount of money it’ll make for our province
is negligible compared to the harm it’ll do to
an industry.
It’s almost like a joke: after jacking up all
conceivable taxes – like income taxes,
HST, gas taxes, etc – Bennett & Ball simply
started inventing new taxes. And historically,
inventing a specific new tax out of nowhere
doesn’t work so well.
When Denmark had their heart in the right
place and introduced a Sugar Tax to combat
health issues (the price of a junk food went up
per kilogram of saturated fat), people started
shopping elsewhere for sugar-based foods,
the way locals will now start buying their
books online instead. Or just stop reading.
In fact, the Huffington Post claims “the
number of Danes shopping in Germany
jumped by 50%.”
When we all start shopping online for books
now, the government won’t get increased
revenue from book taxes because 10% of
nothing is zero, and our local book industry
loses a lot of sales. Sounds like a poorly
conceived tax, and it is.
Some budgetary decisions are about the
bottom line – tough calls are made in tough
times – but this book tax lacks logic, and
simply won’t generate enough money to
justify the damage it does.
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How Poor
Leadership Made a
Rich Province Poor
and Why Austerity Isn’t
Necessarily The Way Out
BY CHAD PELLEY

The blame for the state of
our economy isn’t on us
resilient hardworkers, our
visionary entrepreneurs, nor
our resource-rich province.
We can blame our leaders
for leading us into this
mess, with poor planning,
spending, and saving.

HOW’D WE GET HERE? POOR
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT.
AND AN ELECTION.
Blame politics: no one gets elected on
promises the people don’t wanna hear, so
we force our politicians to benefit us NOW,
in the moment. Back in 2008, oil hit a record
high at $147 a barrel. Our bank account was
gushing money, but those dollars were being
misspent, giddily, without regard for the
future, or the unpredictability of oil’s value
year to year. 2007’s budget was released
during an election year; it was no coincidence
the Tories were touting record numbers
for spending. Their rate of spending was
financially unwise by anyone’s standards.

OUR UNDIVERSIFIED ECONOMY
IF YOU THINK TAX HIKES HURT NOW,
LEAVES US TOO SUSCEPTIBLE
BLAME TAX CUTS FROM THEN
TO THE FINICKY PRICE OF OIL
That same budget touted tax cuts. In the
Our 2016 budget reflects more than a decade
decade after 2004, tax breaks totalled $4.2
of built up warnings that our leaders were
billion – that amounts to a loss of $744
making short-sighted financial decisions;
million, every year, for our province. That’s
among them was putting all eggs in the one oil
$744 million a year we could have been
basket. A basket that broke, leaving us broke,
sinking into other industries in our province.
because our undiversified economy relies too
Or putting in the bank for hard years like
heavily, and too hopefully, on a single source of
these. Another decision back in oil’s heyday,
mega money. Our economy should be fuelled
was the decision to cut a Retail Sales Tax
by more numerous industries, and should
on insurance premiums. That decision cost
never let one industry account for about a third
roughly $75 million a year.
of our income. Or else, when things get tough
in that one industry – this case oil, previously
LETTING THE RICH GET
the fishery – we’ll be paying this dearly with
RICHER HURT US
program and job cuts, multiple forms
In 2008, top income earners
of tax hikes, and 300+ fee bumps.
making an excess of a $250,000
What we should have done,
In the decade
a year averaged an extra
was use that oil boom money
after 2004, tax
$24,490 thanks to the way the
to stimulate other industries to
breaks totaled
income tax cuts were structured
grow our economy — Tourism,
to favour the rich. People making
The Arts, Aquaculture, whatever.
$250,000
or more saw a whopping
Or hell, put it in the bank!

$4.2 billion

26% increase in their incomes between 20062008. Yet their contributions to the provincial
kitty only increased by a disproportionate 2%.
If top bracket income earners were to have
continued paying 2006’s income tax rates, the
2009 deficit, it has been reported, wouldn’t
have happened. Mary Shortall, president of
Newfoundland and Labrador Federation of
Labour president, has said, “More corporate
profits as a percentage of GDP leave this
province than anywhere else in Canada.”
WE OVERSPENT BY MORE THAN 10
BILLION BETWEEN 2003-2014
A 2015 report by the Canadian Federation
of Independent Business says: From 2003
to 2014, the Government of Newfoundland
and Labrador has generated revenue growth
unprecedented in its history. However,
related to that growth has been an increase in
government spending. In this time period, the
government has overspent by $11 billion. In
2014, provincial government overspending
cost the Newfoundland and Labrador taxpayer
$1.6 billion, or $3,120 per person.
AUSTERITY MEASURES AREN’T
NECESSARILY THE ANSWER TO BAIL
US OUT OF THIS MESS
Huge and numerous cuts paired with tax hikes
might be the simplest way to balance books, but
that doesn’t make it the wisest. There are plenty
of economists who warn us that austerity can
disastrously stagnate an economy, which would
lock our province in a perpetual have-not status.
By putting the brakes on so many things, we’ve,
well, put the brakes on so many things that
could stimulate and grow our economy. Massive
cuts, when paired with tax hikes, can suffocate
the broader economy, thereby limiting tax
revenue for our province. Cuts to anything will
hinder economic development, and any cuts
that result in job losses – like we’re seeing –
immediately impact the economic potential of
a province. Broke people break the economy by
not spending money. Not to compare apples to
oranges, but our neighbours across the sea in
the United Kingdom won the 2009 election on
the promise of an austerity budget to balance
their budget. It didn’t work so well. Greece tried
austerity too, and it deadlocked them in a poor
economy. As a result, they’ve needed multiple
bail-outs totalling billions of dollars. The initial
Greek Austerity budget caused GDP to fall
by nearly 30%, and pushed 1/3rd of Grecians
beneath the poverty line. The future of Greece,
their youth, started leaving the country because
youth unemployment soared beyond 50%.
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EXTREME AND NUMEROUS
AUSTERITY MEASURES ACTUALLY
AREN’T “THE ONLY OPTION”
Austerity isn’t the only option in dire times.
Proper counter cyclical spending would have
been nice, or hell, some governing bodies –
like the United States – opt for the opposite:
stimulus packages that pour money into
stimulating the economy, instead of stagnating
it. Not saying that is the answer, just, there
are alternatives. Even instating fewer austerity
measures, namely sticking with ONLY raising
HST, corporate taxes, and income taxes,
would generate enough new deficit-offsetting
revenue; it’d just take a little longer. If we start
imposing a Carbon Tax on corporations causing
climate change (while plundering our province),
we’d make a hundred million more a year —
4/5ths of Canadians live somewhere that forces
a Carbon Tax on corporations operating in their
jurisdiction. Why don’t we?
A SOLUTION OR NOT: BUDGET
2016 IS AS BLAND AS IT IS BLEAK
Here is perhaps the biggest fact of the
year in local politics: The majority of
Newfoundlanders & Labradorians have voted
in a political party that has broken its major
campaign promises – like no layoffs or HST
spikes, and avoiding privatization where they
can – in under a year. That they can get away
with that goes beyond our current economic
crisis and begs questions about flaws in our
political system: we’re being governed by
people who didn’t listen to what the majority
of us voted for, while being told to swallow
this austerity pill whether we think it’s the
cure or not. It’s easy for the Liberals to blame
their predecessors, but the Liberals likely
wouldn’t have governed any differently, and
saying “we didn’t realize how bad it was” is
like saying “we don’t do our homework.”
All that money The Liberals spent to collect
financial suggestions from the public
was clearly not used. There was nothing
innovative, progressive, or brilliant about
their austerity budget. It was just the simplest,
least thoughtful solution. Although, whether
it’ll prove to be a solution is yet to be seen. To
quote Gerry Rogers, “[This] budget has done
NOTHING to improve the fiscal situation in NL.
It has made our situation worse. They have not
stimulated the economy at all. They have not
created a single job, they have not invested, or
planned for any diversification. They have not
propelled us forward. They are grinding our
economy to a halt.”
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with such limited prep and kitchen space,
learning what is superfluous is a necessity.
With a small kitchen comes a small menu,
though it changes often. They keep roughly
five appetizers, one or two pasta dishes, and
five entrees with additional specials. These
options cover a wide range: Beef, pork, fish,
game, gnocchi, grains, vegetables. There are
usually two choices for dessert and Adshade
says she can’t wait for berry season so she
can take full advantage of the local flavours.
Though Seto serves locally sourced ingredients
when possible (e.g. taking in a whole pig every
two weeks from Leamington Farms), they also
use imported items to create their own version
of new Canadian food. Much of the imports
have an Asian origin, like umeboshi, and XO
sauce. And, no matter the seasonal availability
of local produce, there is always a vegetarian
option that is given the same care as the meat
Very high calibre food
that is both familiar and
innovative. Seto can hold
its own among the rest of
downtown's lauded dinner
spots and fills a niche in
the late night scene.

dishes. “You won’t just be getting all the
vegetables from the other plates [minus
the meat]” says Adshade, co-owner,
pastry chef, and bartender. Though her
training was not initially as a pastry
chef, she has been doing desserts since
her time at The Tide and Boar Gastropub in
Moncton. They needed someone and “it just

Food that Creates
Comfort through
Diversity and
Stays Open Late

Seto opened on March 10th and, like Raymonds
and Bernard Stanley Gastropub down the
street, it is named after a grandfather. Every
chef loves their poppy, and co-owner and
chef Ken Pittman is no different. Pittman’s
grandfather, William Seto Ping, immigrated to

BY EMILY DEMING

Newfoundland in 1931, founded the Chinese
Association of Newfoundland and Labrador in

What can you do with a 110
square foot kitchen? Quite a

1977, owned the last of the Chinese laundries
in St. John’s (Snow White Laundry), and helped
to organize the fight for reparations from the

the grains shifting all around his hands. Ping
taught Pittman’s mom to cook and her “cabin
rice” is still one of his favourite foods: steamed
jasmine rice with a soy marinated skirt steak
quick cooked on top.

escalated” she says until, before opening
Seto, she was a pastry chef at Raymond’s.
Both her and Pittman are true life long
learners and have a library of over 130
cookbooks. Adding bartending to her

Pittman’s full sensory connection with food
from an early age comes through in Seto’s
menu. Imagine the give of your knife cutting
through a heart-sized pork chop cooked just
enough for full flavour with all juices retained,
a spectrum of cherry blossom whites and
pinks from edge to centre, complemented
by barely wilted spicy mustard greens and
roasted sun chokes. The ingredients are
not overdone, overcooked, or overcrowded.
“Sometimes the best ingredients are the ones
you leave off the plate,” Pittman says. And

titles made practical sense as they have to
keep staff size down as a small (32 seat)
establishment. But Adshade says it makes
culinary sense too, as desserts and cocktails
are “similar crafts [with a] similar flavour
profile” where you are always balancing
sour and sweet. “We don't have the full
brigade system here… we are just getting
it done.” This sentence, begun by Adshade
and finished by Pittman is indicative of the
atmosphere of their business; working
together succinctly, fluidly and with humour.

few things, it turns out, that

Chinese head tax.

no one else is doing, including

But Pittman remembers him best in his

What they are “just getting done” is very

serve the servers.

Rabbittown kitchen. He would eat rice every

high calibre food that is both familiar and

Megan Adshade and Ken Pittman have opened
a new restaurant downtown that continues after
regular dinner service as a late night eatery
serving a small selection of freshly made trendy

add the flavours of the toasted rice that was

But it downplays their achievement.

day, and then make his tea in the same pot to
cooked to the bottom. The rice was stored
in a galvanized steel bin in his kitchen, and
Pittman would stick his whole arms in and feel

Seto is
located
at 281
Duckworth
Street

innovative. Seto can hold its own among the
rest of downtown's lauded dinner spots and
also fills a niche in the late night scene with a
relaxed atmosphere, fine cocktails, cold PBR,
and warm fresh biscuits.

PHOTO: FACEBOOK.COM/SETOKITCHENANDBAR

Seto
New Canadian

food along with artisan cocktails and cheap pints
til 1:30am. According to Adshade and Pittman,
it has already become a popular spot for other
chefs and restaurant staff who don't usually get
off work in time to enjoy the restaurant boom
they themselves created.

Food & Drink
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Local Plonks
Affordable Wine Worth or Not
Worth Your Dime at the NLC BY L.P
We are trying to cover
more new world wines
but, frankly, except for a
few Canadian examples,
they’ve been pretty dire.
The situation with the
dollar is going to put
Californian wines out of

DAVID TORRONTES RESERVE

Brown bagging your lunch can

($17.13)

be a drag. However, as a for-

Find it in the Argentina Section

customers really appreciate that you truly
care about them."
Here's how the ordering process works:

choice the easy choice.

Sunday and Monday for the week (to limit

Belgium-born Daan Goossens and St. John's

piece of fruit (more on that in a bit), and an

Muscat family. It makes wines with a
distinctive orange note, not precisely
the flesh of the fruit but the perfume,

loss as the NLC carries

blooms at night. The Michel Torino
Don David Torrontes Reserve has
well-judged aromatics, as well as the

from the Golden State.

citrus (maybe some grapefruit) there’s

(fine, more balanced, food

also peach here and Turkish delight.
Yes, really, Turkish Delight. There’s a
touch of vanilla, which probably comes

being produced there.)

from exposure to oak, that I could do

LA MASCOTA CABERNET FRANC

it’s going to be sweet, but this wine is

($16.02)

off dry with a slightly

Find it in the Argentina Section

unctuous mouth feel.

without. Torrontés usually smells like

A unique drink to pair
I made an effort with the La Mascota

with spicy food from

Cabernet Franc from Argentina because
we love the best expressions of that
cranky, crunchy grape and this effort
won many “awards.” Calamity. Awful
stuff, like someone put an overripe
black current bush, leaves and all, into
a chipper as a tire fire burned nearby.
Undrinkable garbage. Gakkkk! NLC
used to carry the Boquel Cab Franc
varietal and it wasn’t bad. Did an escaped
Australian winemaker cook up this
weirdo Ribena? Do any of the “legit”
wine critics award zeros? Or does 50
represent zero like in Newfoundland
schools? Shag it, this gets zero out

South East Asia, Thai

of a thousand.

best service possible. We are seeing that

grape variety which tastes like it is

something reminiscent of mock orange

friendly wines are now

our plan is to just focus on providing the

you have to make the healthy

reach, which is no great
only middling examples

real grown-up, you know that

well! Given that though,

Torrontés is an Argentinian white
has a distant relation to grapes of the

or Vietnamese.
It didn’t work
with Cajun.
Not something
you’ll drink a lot
of, it fatigues
the palate, two
glasses and
you’re done, but
a worthwhile
new experience
at this price.
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LUNCHBOX HERO
New Service Delivers
Lunch to Your Door
BY LAUREN POWER

MICHEL TORINO DON

/ THE OVERCAST /

native Jon Butler are hoping to help people
in St. John's refine their lunch lifestyles with
their new lunch delivery service, LunchIn
(lunchin.ca). "With LunchIn, we make it easier
for you to eat healthy by taking the planning
and preparation time down to 5 minutes in the
ordering process where it usually takes up to

Currently, they accept orders weekly on
food wastage). Orderers select a main and a
optional drink or side for each day they'd like
lunch delivered. Then, all week long, LunchIn
delivers between 10:30 a.m. and 12 noon.
"Something that is really fun for us to see
is that because people order ahead of time,
it slips their mind and it always feels like
showing up with an unexpected present when

2 hours," says Goossens.

we do deliver," says Goossens.

LunchIn will deliver a lunch to your door

Just in case you weren't feeling taxed enough,

(home or office) for under $10, all in recyclable
and eco-friendly packaging. Right now,
options include sandwiches and salads,
as well as their vegan Buddha Bowl, with
spinach, sweet potato, chickpeas, quinoa, and

post-budget: LunchIn charges 50 cents more
if you want a lunchbox without a piece of fruit.
Including an apple, banana, or clementine
with your lunch comes at no extra charge, but
opting out of your fruit snack means you get

cherry tomatoes in their ginger peanut sauce.

dinged by LunchIn's "fruitless tax." "I think

Originally from Belgium, Goossens is

shows what kind of company we are and that

currently teaching engineering management
and entrepreneurship in the Faculty of
Engineering and Applied Sciences at MUN.
"I love relating my experiences with
establishing LunchIn to the course material
I teach," says Goossens.
One topic up for discussion in Goossens's
lectures is entrepreneurship in St. John's.
Goossens says that NLers are sometimes
reluctant to try new things that stray away
from traditional models. "Some people can
be very skeptical of innovation," he says.
"Now, don't get me wrong: there are people
out there who just give new things a try as

the fruitless tax is a major thing for us as it
we like to think differently in favour of our
customers," says Goossens.

Food & Drink
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Breaking Brews

10

Mill St.
Brew Pub
Making a
Move to
St. John’s
Canadian Beer News
broke the brews’ news
recently that Mill St.
Brewery’s fifth Mill
Street Brew Pub will be
in St. John’s. It’ll be their
first venture outside of
Ontario, although there’s
talk of a Calgary location
soon too.

In their own words, “Mill Street has
gained a reputation for offering
unique award-winning beers and
a memorable dining experience …
from tours to tastings, growlers to
seasonal offerings, our Brewpub is
craft beer at its best.”
Mill Street Brewery is well-known
among beer drinkers for brews like
Mill St. Organic, Tankhouse Ale,
Vanilla Porter, and 100th Meridian,
all available at the NLC’s craft beer
section. But they brew many others
not currently available here too, like
Cobblestone Stout, Belgian Wit, and
a coffee porter, as well as an endless
batch of seasonals. When they open,
it’s safe to speculate that most Mill
Street beers will be available in their
pub, because other locations offer
their full suite of beers, whether or
not there is on-site brewing. A job
posting for a Head Brewer in St.
John’s has already been posted by

Labatt’s, and presumably
filled (the job ad is no
longer open). Labatt’s
bought out Mill Street
Brewery last October,
leaving many to
speculate how long it’ll
take the mega brewer
to alter Mill Street’s
standards.
Timelines have yet to
be announced for the
construction and opening
of the St. John’s location,
but the rumour mill is
churning up the idea of
them sharing space with
The Bier Markt [sic] when
they open in the space
formerly occupied by The
Keg on Harbour Drive.
In terms of food, the
menu includes “Bar

The Colours of Spring...

SOUL
351 WATER STREET

Bites” like beer nuts
and soft pretzels, “Apps
and Shareables” like
smoked meat poutine
and perogies, “Artisanal
Toasts” like whipped
ricotta and ‘Nduja &
Cheese, a variety of
sandwiches and salads,
pubfare, brunch, and a
kids’ menu — it’s a very
exhaustive menu.
They also have weekly
specials, like “Chef’s
Feature Taco” on
Mondays for $3.50, or
$4 “Beer Bites” every
Tuesday. The price goes
up throughout the week:
Wednesdays are “A Pie &
Pint” and Thursdays offer
a Chef’s Featured Stew:
both are $16. Fri-Sun, the
specials are $23.

Food & Drink

The History
and Hangups
of Agricultural
Efforts in NL
BY BADGE

M AY 2 0 1 6

The Commission Government (1934) initiated
efforts to attack the three-pronged problem
of seasonal unemployment, unstable access
to produce, and the need to develop inland
transportation methods, with a series of
expeditions into the Newfoundland interior in

better off buying their groceries from abroad,
and focusing their efforts on high-yield
industries locally (see: fishery).

Lobster Season Mondays

same. A small number of large farms are

BY EMILY DEMING

operating under very tight margins and
poor conditions, and a very large number of
subsistence and smaller farming operations

In Newfoundland, we actually have a higher
proportion of small-scale organic farming than
the rest of Canada (9.3% vs 6.8%)! Good right?
Mostly, but the agricultural sector is shrinking;
even faster here than in the rest of the country.
Our mean farmer age is 55! And barriers
to entry are still preset – little equipment
support, knowledge, and arable land. Each
year our sector shrinks 1.6%, as food costs
rise internationally. The solution is obvious –

The biggest issue when transitioning from
subsistence purveyor to commercial is the
access to sufficient marketing. Largely due to
the nature of crops, but also to the very large
and standardized nature of where most of us buy
our groceries – Sobeys and Dominion. These
markets require massive product offerings to
get SKUs on the shelves. This means grassroots alternatives must be cultivated.
We are all familiar with one such endeavor –

economic diversifications - and yielded some

the Farmer’s Market. This organization brings

(lacklustre) farming, but very tenable roads.

vendors and buyers together in one place
at one time. The importance of that to the

given to applying settlers, to work the crown’s
land in exchange for government credits
that one could use at government trading
establishments. One such settlement, founded
by James Pearl in 1829, did quite well. It grew
from a 1,000-acre estate, to a place called
Mount Pearl - you may have heard of it.
However, as far as economic forces go,

With fishermen now able to sell direct to consumers in Newfoundland, lobster season may
be more interesting than years before. I asked Steve Lee and Todd Perrin if this would affect
their sourcing. “It will be easier to see the effect after the season is over. It’s not like they
are coming to us. It is on us to find them. They are fishermen, not salesmen,” says Lee. For
now they will continue to use The Seafood Shop in Churchill Square. And use them heavily,
as each Monday night through May and June, Mallard will serve a traditional maritime
lobster feast from 6-9, first come first served (last seating at 8pm). For $50, each person
will get one lobster just for them, with more lobster and traditional side dishes like salads,
rolls, and veg served family style for the table to share. They will be featuring seasonal
cocktails as well. When I asked what the impetus was for this new format, Lee said it
was “a way to expand operations without adding just another dinner service, It’s fun and
no one else is doing it.” After listening thoughtfully to all my questions, Chef Todd Perrin
added, “I’m not doing f*ucking heart surgery. It’s a f*cking dinner.” Indeed. And we could
all use a f*cking dinner. “We did it because of the budget,” Perrin added, “Newfoundland
government is taking away and Mallard Cottage gives.”

increase yields of small-scale farming.

the search for minerals, timber, and other

work style, and large swaths of land were

Dispatch from Mallard Cottage

agricultural picture remains (largely) the

Fast-forward roughly a century, and the

search of arable land. This coincided well with

On the Avalon, farming was treated make-

11

subsistence farming. Newfoundlanders we’re

are filling in the nooks for diversity.

The major difference between
subsistence farming (for
survival) and commercial
farming (for profit) is “surplus" an economic concept that would
have allowed Newfoundlanders
to specialize, diversify, and
potentially become a little less
impoverished. But alas, as we
will see, growing things on a
place called “The Rock” is an
uphill battle.
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industry is paramount. You cannot really Kijiji
a bushel of carrots.
Another option is direct selling by farmers
– either through CSA (Community Shared
Agriculture) or forming relationships with
customers personally. CSAs are an arrangement
where produce is delivered to the customer
as it is ready throughout the growing season.
Lester’s farm operates its own market, from
which you can purchase their produce and
wealth of other products. It will be opening its

many of these farms were disasters. Political

doors May the 6th (stoked). The first offerings

infighting, a lack of skills, and essentially

are usually brassicas family crops (turnips,

no markets (remember this) meant that

cabbage, cauliflower, etc.) as they are hardy to

commercial farming in Newfoundland

the spring cold here, and whatever takes well

was taking the form of really expensive

in early greenhouse efforts.

Local Lunches
for Less than $10
BY EMILY DEMING & FELICITY ROBERTS

Jin
Dragon
27 BLACKMARSH
ROAD

COMBO #4 ($7.95 +tax) Eggroll, Vegetable noodles, Chicken chow
mein. The egg roll was the star of a mediocre show, with an unusual, black
pepper flecked, and almost creamy filling. The noodles would have been better called
“plain fried” noodles, as the scattered bits of shaved carrot was more a decorative garnish
than a full vegetal element. Still, they were tasty and fried without being greasy. Smaller
in quantity, the mild and pleasant chow mein featured lots of chicken and fresh, crispy
vegetables. The sauce, however, seemed nothing more than cornstarch and water, maybe
a hint of sesame oil.
COMBO #3 ($7.95 +tax) Eggroll, Vegetable noodles, Lemon Chicken. As in the other
combo, the noodles were “vegetable” only in that they lacked meat. I have craved worse
noodles. And these would do to satisfy a carb craving. The Lemon chicken was better
(though so much worse for me) and slides easily into the “shameful craving” category.
Battered thickly in a close relative to box yellow cake mix, the nuggets were so freshly
deep fried in clean oil that they nosed into the Ches’ fish and chips or Dunkin’ Donut
territory of “must eat this now and regret this never…. well, rarely ever.”
ATMOSPHERE: The service was quick, friendly, and unfussy. The best part was the other
customers, a group of students who clued us in on what to order next time: anything NOT
on the menu. Ask for the mushroom chicken or beef tenderloin with noodles. Though both
are over 10$, they looked more than worth the upgrade.
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Worth Your Dime
Select May Events

For comprehensive event listings or to add your own events: theovercast.ca/events

THE LONELY BOUQUET
CAMPAIGN – FREE
FLOWERS FOR ALL!

LOIS BROWN’S “WHEN
THE ANGEL OF DEATH
SAYS HOW ARE YOU...”

MAY 6TH
THROUGHOUT TOWN

MAY 26-29TH, 8:00 PM
CENTRE FOR NURSING STUDIES

For the past 3 years, UK’s National
Association of Flower Arrangement
Societies (NAFAS), has been spreading
some love through flower posies, on
National Flower Arranging Day. Last year
NAFAS asked 60,000 members to drop a
bouquet in a public space for unsuspecting
passers-by. This year, the big day is Friday,
May 6th, and St. John’s will be getting its fix
of free bouquets. “Our local Floral Design
Group decided to join with NAFAS,” says
Chair Corie Outerbridge, “to give back to our
community in a similar fashion.” The Floral
Design Group has partnered with Carnell's
Funeral Home in this initiative. “With the
kind permission from the families that
Carnell's serve, the group will recycle some
of the beautiful floral arrangements that
were given as an expression of respect and
sorrow for the loss of loved ones. These
flowers will then be designed into posies,
with cards attached, saying 'take me home
and enjoy these flowers.” In the early hours
of May 6th, members of the Floral Design
Group, and the Newfoundland Horticultural
Society, will distribute these flowers to
parks, bus stops, parking lots, door steps of
nursing homes, hospitals, and not for profit
organizations. “Finding ways of giving back
to our community, is one of the primary
goals of the Floral Design Group.” As for
NAFAS’ Lonely Bouquet Campaign last year,
Sue Brinton, Chairwoman of NAFAS, says
“The feedback we had was outstanding and
really highlighted the power of flowers! We
received thousands of tweets, emails and
letters thanking us.”

Multidisciplinary artist Lois Brown is known
for many accolades; among them is the Victor
Martyn Lynch Staunton Award from the Canada
Council for the Arts for an outstanding midcareer Canadian Theatre Artist. Brown will
direct this new play which stars Sara Tilley,
Courtney Brown, Steve Cochrane, Monica Walsh,
Lauren Patten, and Emmajane Donnan. The
play “reveals the workings of the hospital from
the patient’s perspective,” hence its setting in a
nursing school. The main character undergoes
a traumatic accident and her subconscious
invents an angel and two little girls to help her
overcome her fear of dying. The play merges
the dreamy, surreal experience of the hospital,
the drugs, and the “often terrifyingly absurd
hospital culture” that conspire to alter a patient’s
reality. “This is a dark comedy of bedpans
and microwave hats, and the epic/theatrical
quality of angels and death.” “The Arts and
Culture Centre is so pleased to be partnering
with NewfoundlandartistX to present this new
work by Lois Brown,” says Erin Barnhardt,
Programming Manager at the ACC. “This play, in
particular, touches on our humanity in creative,
heartbreaking, and sometimes funny ways.
All of us have experiences, both direct and
indirect, with fear, pain, hospitals, trauma and
also the ways that our mind copes with these
things. I am excited for the visceral experience
of being in a hospital setting, while watching
this beautiful, new piece of theatre.” The
production at the Centre for Nursing Studies
in May will be followed by a full theatrical
presentation, in partnership with the Arts
and Culture Centre, at the LSPU Hall in
August 2016. This is an opportunity to see an
experimental play as it finds its life on stage in
two very different settings.

Music
And that’s where my friendship with Donald
began. The memories are endless and
always brimming with music, and almost
always from Donald’s violin. But the gypsy
jazz outfit wasn’t his only hat.

BY JOANNA BARKER

Over the next few years, I watched, listened
and danced as Donald played gypsy jazz,
klezmer, rock, electronic, funk, bluegrass,
and country. I remember one day while
visiting Donald and Ange, Don played a
series of jigs he had just written for his
first fiddle teacher in Cape Breton, Dougie
MacDonald, who had recently passed away.

The record features a whole slew of
MacLennans’s closest friends, who just so
happen to be talented and tasteful musicians.
The lineup includes, but is not limited to, local
gypsy jazz codfather, Duane Andrews, along
with two Nova Scotia-based Newfoundland
musicians, Michael Dalton and Ronald Hynes.
The first time I saw Donald MacLennan, it
was in a university lecture theatre. I was
sitting with my boyfriend at the time when
Donald and Ange (his then girlfriend, now
wife) strolled in through the lower hall doors,
hand in hand. Donald had dreadlocks that
reached mid-way down his back. Over the
next few weeks, I’d often see Donald around
town. What I soon came to notice was that
apart from the dreadlocks, Donald usually
had a violin on his back. And if not on his
back, it was tucked beneath his chin. Before
I even knew him, I knew that Donald’s violin
was an extension of his body.
About mid-autumn, my boyfriend and I met
up for coffee – he had really exciting news for
me. “I’ve been asked to join Mishra’s Dream!
They’re a Gypsy Jazz band! That Donald guy
you love is in it!”

/ THE OVERCAST /
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Atlantic
Canada’s Most
Vibrant Violinist
Launches Debut

Violin virtuoso Donald
MacLennan has just released
his debut solo album,
Belleville. I’ve been waiting
years for this.

PHOTO: SUBMITTED
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I cut my foot open dancing barefoot at the
Pub one night, while Donald wailed away,
his violin hooked up to a wah pedal.

And where Donald plays in every style
imaginable, he plays like no one before him.
He borrows from the greats, influenced
by everyone an artist is supposed to be
influenced by, but presents each and every
stroke of the bow with a sound, touch and
nuance that only thee Donald MacLennan
could produce. I’d have no difficulty singling
out Donald in a sea of a hundred violinists.
He is both unprecedented and timeless.
He’s recorded and toured extensively with
TZE, The Modern Grass, and Ben Caplan &
the Casual Smokers. But now the project’s
his own. Now he’s touring his record, and
Belleville holds no punches. It features both
manouche and jazz standards along with
some original compositions and yes, of
course, I cannot write this article without
drawing attention to the fact that Donald
sings Dolly Parton’s, “I Will Always Love
You” like you’ve never heard it before. You
simply must listen!
Thankfully, Belleville is available on both
bandcamp and iTunes with physical copies
soon to be found at Fred’s Records.

Public Library
Takes The
Burning Hell’s
Storytelling to
New Heights

Public Library’s opener “The Stranger” sets
the tone for the rest the record with a rocking
murder mystery tale packed with a priest,
pancakes, and certain peril. Kom spits the
story of Dan, an ex-priest who meets his
lover over a stack of IHOP pancakes, while
the drums shuffle along and build to a surf
inspired guitar solo. The horns and reeds add
a grooving melody between the chapters of
the twisted tale, bouncing atop the old school
rock and roll feel.

BY LUKAS WALL

The third of the album’s eight tracks, “Fuck
the Government, I Love You,” is something of
a romantic origin story for the band – a waltz
through a crowded and zany New Year’s Eve
house party. The song was first recorded for
a Mathias Kom and Ariel Sharratt duo album
in 2015, but after The Burning Hell began
performing the song while on tour, a new full
band recording of the song found its way onto
Public Library.

With a tracklist that reads like
it was ripped from the pages
of a great novel, The Burning
Hell’s Public Library is loaded
with brilliant sounds and
gripping stories.
The band’s seventh record is a musical
continuation of their previous offerings that
takes songwriter Mathias Kom’s trademark
story songs to new heights. Each song
sounds like a different literary favourite, and
the album includes a coming of age tale, a
mystery, a romance, and more. As the lyrics
twist and turn around the group’s diverse
instrumentation, Public Library incorporates
an indie rock influence to The Burning Hell’s
already unique sound, and pushes Kom’s
storytelling further than ever.
The quintet recorded the album while on
tour in the United Kingdom in 2015. Making
good use of some off time on the tour, the
group settled into a studio built in a converted
church in the southeast of England and laid
down the album with their touring sound
engineer. The recording was “a magical
experience” according to Kom, and the eight
songs were recorded in less than a week.

The rapid fire lyrics that reference philosophers
and hip hop stars in equal measure are all
wrapped up in reverb drenched guitar lines
and lazy horn sounds that make for a vivid trip.
“Fuck the Government, I Love You” is a track
that only The Burning Hell could pull off, and it
should soon replace “Auld Lang Syne” as the go
to NYE song.
Like a good book, The Burning Hell’s Public
Library keeps you hanging on every word with
witty rhymes, weaving plots, and enticing
characters. The record is a wild ride from start
to finish, driven forward by the shouting horns
and reeds, tasteful drums, and gritty guitars.
The Burning Hell will be touring Europe this
spring, with stops at a few libraries along the
way, before setting out on a tour of western
Canada in June. For tour dates and more
information, visit wearetheburninghell.com.
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Lawnya Vawnya
Electronica
Part II
BY ADAM HARDING

It’s nearing that time again.
The sixth installation of St.
John’s lovable Lawnya Vawnya
Festival, which only last year
served as an incubator for a
party that people still can’t
seem to forget.
Yung Dumb and Lawnya Vawnya collaborated
to curate Lawnya Vawnya Electronica, the
festival’s first delve into the weird world of
electronic music.
Last year, we had Toronto mainstay Gingy
tough through the tumultuous fog, well
known amongst our local show goers as an
evil entity that cancels flights and puts many
of our highly anticipated concerts in jeopardy.
Thankfully, Gingy made his epic arrival at 2
AM where he played a very versatile (and late)
set that covered everything from 90s R&B to
underground techno.
This year, we have a duo coming in from
the same city that is only slightly cut from
the same cloth. Hudson Alexander & Eytan
Tobin are making music at the forefront of
Bedroomer, a genre-defying independent
Toronto-based label and party crew that have
become home to up-and-comers such as
Internet Daughter, and are shaking up the
way inner city Toronto youth perceive the
modern dance party. When interviewed by
VICE magazine at an adult slumber party, the

PHOTO: SUBMITTED
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conclusion was that Bedroomer are known for
two things: 1.) A strong sense of inclusivity,
and 2.) Weird as f*uck dance parties.
Their eclectic outlook on dance music really
shows through the array of artists they’ve
shared the stage with. Eytan has opened for
Baauer and Hudson Mohawk (one of Kanye’s
producers) on different occasions. Shortly
after, he warmed up for the mysterious North
Carolina bred DJ Paypal and the legendary
SOPHIE, who has produced for the likes of
Madonna. A recent Bedroomer party hosted
Flying Lotus’s label-mate Jessy Lanza, who
is quickly garnering respect as one of the
most unique artists that Canada has to offer.
Hudson, on the other hand, has been catching
support from the likes of Basic Soul Unit, who
is a staple in the Canadian-European pipeline
of underground techno music. So, you get my
point, they do what they want.
“I’m excited to leave Toronto for a bit and
go somewhere I’ve never been before” says
Hudson, “Also, playing to a brand new crowd
is always really exciting.” Eytan said much of
the same, but he’s adamant on me buying him
a seafood dinner for his birthday, which he’s
happy to spend in St. John’s.
In a music scene that’s undeniably a little
closed off from the outside world, festivals
like Lawnya Vawnya offer a prime opportunity
to hear something different and exciting. I
find people are all open minds, but when it
comes to dance music, sometimes there are
understandably some preconceived notions
with our locals due to past stigmas and
sleazy clubs. I’m excited to further debunk
that stereotype at a festival like Lawnya
Vawnya, in a new venue like Factory, and with
a forward-thinking collective like Bedroomer
at the helm. Lawnya Vawnya Electronica II is
Saturday, May 7th at Factory.

A Chat with Shotgun Jimmie
before he Closes Out Lawnya
Vanwya on May 8th
BY CHAD PELLEY

You write some of the most fun, catchy
indie rock in the country. Is the goal to
provide an enjoyable bar show, or is
this sound just what comes out?
Thanks! It's what comes out
naturally. When I'm writing
I am trying to do a good
job, so I guess on some
level I'm considering
my audience. In general

Touring comes up a fair bit in your
music. How much of your year is
spent on the road? Is it exhausting
or exciting? Kreutzberg comes up
more than once across multiple
albums – what’s so great about
Kreuzberg?

"Actually, I believe
I picked up "deadly"
from Vanilla Ice, who
most likely picked it
up in Newfoundland
back in the day. "

though, I'm more
concerned with how I feel
about the songs. I try to write
stuff that I believe in and value,
songs I can get behind night after night.
Joel Plaskett produced your latest
album at his new studio. How was
that experience?

Joel's a genius. He and Thomas Stajcer
(engineer) were a dream to work with.
It was the best four days, great people,
great food, great gear. New Scotland Yard
is killer; basically, it's like the hollow
deck from Star Trek. You want a Leslie
speaker ... boom, they got it, Fender Xll
... boom, got it, Casio SK1 ... boom, got it.
On the new album, you mention
“Sucking back oysters, back in St.
John’s” in a song about the touring
life. How does a trip to St. John’s
stack up to other cities you’ve toured
through? Is it true you’ve adopted
St. John’s slang “deadly” into your
vocabulary?
Actually, I believe I picked up "deadly"
from Vanilla Ice, who most likely picked
it up in Newfoundland back in the
day. St. John's is one of my favourite
places to visit. It's such a beautiful city
to walk around (great for exercise). I
think the Battery is one of the coolest
neighbourhoods in Canada.

I feel most at home on
the road. Typically I tour
4-6 months out of the

year. This summer I'm
crossing two more countries
off the list, England and
Norway. That'll bring my total
up to 18 countries. Kreuzberg is a fun
neighbourhood in Berlin. It reminds me
of Kensington Market in Toronto; it's in
the heart of a big city, but has a small
community vibe.
“Constantines Believer” opens with the
line “I don’t believe in a lot of things,
but I believe in The Constantines.” In a
sentence or two, what’s so great about
The Constantines?
The Cons give me hope. They are an
example of dramatic living love. To me,
they represent the feats of humankind and
they saved rock and roll.
Have you had a look at the Lawnya
Vawnya lineup for 2016 yet? Anyone
you’re looking forward to seeing?
Anyone on there you love that we
shouldn’t miss?
I have perused the lineup. I'm particularly
excited to see Blimp Rock. I haven't had
the chance yet but I've been curious for
a long time. I recommend not missing
Partner, because it will surely be epic. I love
Julie Doiron and can't wait to see her play.
She is one of my all time favourite singers.
I'll be sitting up front or standing in the
pit depending on what kind of show it is.
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sections and giving you one or two easter
eggs per song to keep that guitarist listener
satisfied!
Meg, there’s a fresh sense of connection
to your voice on this album. Where did
your inspiration come from lyrically/
vocally?
MEG: That’s a really lovely thing to hear, thank
you. I feel like my voice/singing is evolving a
lot, I'm always trying to figure out my limits
and strengths/weaknesses. For a long time I
was looking up to other singers and trying to
figure out where my voice fit among others,
but I think I'm slowly learning more about
my personal singing style and trying to write
within that.

Repartee Strike
pop Gold with All
Lit Up
BY STEVE MALONEY

With their infectious energy,
and exciting live shows,
Repartee has earned their
place as one of the most
notable groups exporting
from Newfoundland today.
The band has carved their
success through relentless
touring, television placements,
and festival dates, while
supporting groups such as
Dragonette, Tegan and Sara,
Lights, Arkells, and more.

With half of the ensemble having graduated
from MUN's School of Music, and all wellestablished players locally, the group recently
made a move to Ontario. All Lit Up is the
first release from Repartee on the Torontobased label Sleepless Records. The album
features a strong new direction for the group,
taking ownership of their sound with a
unique devotion to contemporary pop music.
These are densely layered, heavy hitting pop
tracks, each with the potential to stand on
its own as a single. The songs feature thick
synthesizers, shimmering guitars, and some
truly mesmerizing vocal hooks. With this new
album, Repartee are poised to be a leading
force of pop music nationally and beyond.
It's an exciting time for this band from home.
Below is my interview with Meg Warren and
Robbie Brett of Repartee.
Congrats on the new album! It seems this
was a long time coming.
ROBBIE: Thanks! It’s certainly a relief of sorts
to finally release this album. Not only have we
been sitting anxiously on these songs for a
while, and wanting people to be able to take
them home after a show, but it’s also our first

full length release with our current line up. So
it’s great to have finally made it to this point.
How did you come to develop this new
sound, with such complex and steadfast
pop arrangements?
MEG: We spent the last year working with
all kinds of different writers and producers. I
think 2015 was a big year for us in terms of
learning how other artists do things. We were
able to take certain bits of inspiration from
all of these different people and bring it to the
band and put our own flavour on it. I think
that this album is the closest we've come yet
to something concise and representative of
where we are as a band right now.

Were there any happy accidents? Or,
songs that took a new life once recording
started?
MEG: All Lit Up was a pretty simple idea that
was kicking around for a long time. Robbie
had sent me this awesome instrumental
verse/chorus but for a long time I had only
written a few lines over it. We took it to our
management, and out of something like 20odd ideas, that one stuck out. So I took it back
and wrote and rewrote – and after a bunch of
attempts I showed Robbie and Josh the current
chorus idea over my laptop speakers in the van
after a show. Thankfully, that one worked!
How has moving to Toronto helped your
process and career in music?
MEG: For the kind of music we're making,
Toronto is a bit of a hub. We spent the last
year working and writing with so many people
from a lot of different backgrounds and levels
of experience. It's also much easier to tour
from here. We can go play a one-off in Guelph
without having to book a full two week tour
around it. But I miss Newfoundland a lot. I
miss going to shows at The Rockhouse and
The Ship every weekend

ROBBIE: Honestly, I think one of the biggest
Dream act you’d love to tour
things we learned was what not to put in a
with in the future?
song! I get really excited in the studio
ROBBIE: A band like The Killers would
and start grabbing instruments
be a dream to me ... creating top
Keep up
and layering everything before
40 hits but still fitting a band
with Repartee
the vocals are even finished,
structure.
so finding where everything
MEG: Chvrches, Charli XCX, The
should reside has been quite the
Killers, Robyn, T-Swizzle (YOU
learning experience. Thickening
SAID DREAM, RIGHT??)
vocal harmonies and rhythmic

repartee
music.ca
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Tvål

has moved to
151 Water
Street

Life’s Too
Short To Use
Bad Soap

The art of beauty is a big business and for Tvål,

time-only creations begging to join you

– she is married to native Newfoundlander

and business is good. Set up in their new space

in the shower.

Jason Bailey. This marriage eventually led
to Tvål recruitment of Jason’s brother Bobby

at 151 Water Street, Swedish creator Anna
Hellqvist and co-owner/director Bobby Bailey

With the St. John’s shop supplying the North

Bailey, a former MAC make-up artist in

said the move came after the building’s owner

American fan base, Hellqvist takes care

Toronto, to run the business on the island.

decided to use the shop’s previous home for

of business on the other side of the pond,

his own projects. “It was a blessing in disguise,

satisfying the shop’s European customers

With Hellqvist’s education and Bailey’s years in

because we always felt like we needed more

from her home in Sweden.“It started out when

the beauty biz, the shop has built a fiercely loyal

space,” Bailey says. “The new location is

I was a teenager,” Hellqvist shared, recalling

clientele, adding new customers all the time.

fantastic,” he added quickly. “Our customers

Tvål’s beginnings. Her grandmother bought

are finding us and the response has been very

a how-to book about creating natural face

“The recipes are carefully crafted, and it

positive. We plan on using the space for an

masks, cleansers and toners and Hellqvist

takes a long time to develop a product. I

even more expansive lineup of products.”

was immediately in love. “I picked calendula,

think my background in science helps me be

wild mint, chamomile and dried them and

methodical, and it also helps me to combine

The shelves are already boasting a full line

then I spent the rest of the year making

ingredients that work well together because I

of fruity and floral skincare products, from

products. This made me even more interested

understand their chemistry. We have a strong

skincare shop located in

hydrating lotions to bubble baths, exfoliating

in biology and chemistry so that is why I

belief that “less is more,” and we want to
avoid long ingredient lists since that will only

downtown St. John’s.

scrubs, bath treats … the list goes on. Tvål,

chose that path in school,” she explained.

which is Swedish for soap, also has an extensive

Hellqvist earned a PhD in Biology (Functional

increase the risk of a reaction by the user.

line of mineral make-up products and facial

Morphology at the Zoology Department) at

Using high quality ingredients is also a must

Inspired by the ingredients bestowed upon

skincare products, with cleansers, face masks,

Stockholm University in 2003.

for us,” Hellqvist shared excitedly. “You can

us by Mother Nature herself, and relying on

moisturizers, scrubs, and more, all scientifically

natural fragrances and essential oils for those

engineered to cater to every kind of skin.

Tvål Expanding
Their Operation
in a New Location
That’s the motto at
Tvål Skincare, a specialty

delectable, seemingly edible scents, Tvål has

really tell when you use our products.”
So how did a Swedish “soaper” end up with
a storefront in the heart of downtown St.

Check out Tvål Skincare’s new storefront

been catering to a loyal fanbase of customers

There’s also a seemingly endless selection of

John’s? On top of her good taste in skincare

at 151 Water Street or visit them online at

who live for natural beauty products.

soaps, with both staple scents and limited-

products, Hellqvist also has good taste in men

tvalskincare.com.

Retail

New Brew
Blends Rocket's
Day-old
Bread with
Yellowbelly's
Beer Wizardry
Two downtown staples have
started a collaboration to kill
off food waste in good taste.
Instead of throwing out their day-old bread,
Rocket Bakery and Fresh Foods are walking
their wares 20 paces down Water Street to
Yellowbelly Brewery, where the legendary
brewmaster Liam McKenna is using them in
his latest seasonal beer, Brewis Hard Tack Ale.
How much more local can a local beer get?
Brewis Hard Tack Ale is a lightly hopped,
mild brown ale. And it takes a creative,
beer-passionate genius to make a beer
containing not one kind of day-old bread, but
many – from sourdough and raisin bread, to
white baguettes and rye. “We’ve successfully
combined the pepperiness of the rye bread
with the lactic acid backnotes from the
sourdough," says McKenna. "Notes of fig,
raisin, and molasses add significant depth to
the character of the beer. It’s remarkable.”
McKenna admits he was wading into the
unknown - using bread in brewing is a bit
of a lost art. But the unknown is a territory

M AY 2 0 1 6

he embraces. All of McKenna’s beers are
balanced and delectable, and the challenge
to work with unusual ingredients, as
always, had a special appeal for the veteran
brewer. (Yellowbelly has had seasonals as
unpredictable as a turnip ale, and beers
containing local forageables like bakeapples
and even stinging nettles.)
The methodology behind Brewis Hard Tack
Ale "harkens back to the days of antiquity,
when a primitive bread rather than barley
was the main ingredient in many beers. The
beer is only four percent alcohol by volume,
but rich in character, and boasts a deep
amber colour." Light in body, McKenna says
it has a notable “breadiness.”
Yellowbelly's Craig Flynn is equally
enthusiastic about the project. As a
restaurant owner with twenty years in
the food and drink business, he says "I
have seen an enormous amount of waste.
It is my biggest pet peeve. To see our
great YellowBelly brewers recycle bread
and create something so practical and
yummy, really does put a smile on my face.
Especially if I have more than one.”
From Rocket Bakery’s perspective, the
collaboration makes good business
sense. “Our spent coffee grounds and
eggshells are being spread on local
farmers’ fields,” says co-owner Kelly
Mansell. “So, being able to also give our
day-old bread another life in a form that
Yellowbelly and Rocket customers can enjoy
is good for everyone.” Brewis Hard Tack
Ale is now on tap at Yellowbelly Brewery
(and Rocket) while supplies last. A limited
release of bottles were made available at
the brewery and select NLC stores as well.

WOULD ANDREAE
CALLANAN WEAR THAT?
BY FELICITY ROBERTS
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"When she had
trouble finding the
right dresses in the
print, she went to
Fabricville, got these
two fabulous fabrics
in shades of
blue."

Andreae Callanan is a woman who cares about style, so much so
that she makes her own clothes if she can't find what she wants.
A writer, student, gardener, food activist and mother of four, her clothing has
to be as functional as it is chic. We took on some trends for this spring to see if
they could meet her needs, taking her from the garden, to readings like her
upcoming one at Lawnya Vawnya, to protesting the current budget.

GRAPHIC STRIPES.

There’s a lot of prints going on the season.
Stripes are an easy way to access the trend,
and look bold and modern rather than fussy
and contrived. This is a look Andreae loves so
much that when she had trouble finding the right
dresses in the print, she went to Fabricville, got
these two fabulous fabrics in shades of blue, and
made these amazing pieces for her and her 12
year old daughter Bonnie.

EXTRA DANGLY EARRINGS.

This is not a great trend if you have infants, but
now that her kids are all past that stage Andreae
can embrace the look. It's worn a lot on runways
right now in mismatched sets, and this rack of
goodies at Posie Row offers some great options
for that. “I like the earings. I don't know about
the mismatched thing, but if we're going to have
an 80's budget, why not go full 80's, so sure,
mismatched it is.”

ORANGE.

Brights are hip this spring, and orange seems to
be coming out on top of this trend. For those of
us who are a tad too timid to go full on and grab
a tangerine dress or pumpkin pantsuit, touches
of colour, like this slick orange leather bag from
Model Citizens, are a great way to go. Says
Andreae “you could pack a hell of a lunch in that
bag. I don't go for fancy, and the functionality of
the design appeals to me.”

VINTAGE PRINT ULTRA FEMME.

Ruffles, lace, long fringes ... this is a fashion
season a Disney princess could truly love.
Andreae, a more practical type, found her way to
work the look with this simplified version from
Johnny Ruth/ Living Planet. This was the big
winner. “I love that dress. It's simple and elegant
and I love the colour. That dress is totally my
thing. It is the kind of dress I try to make.”
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A “Dyer” Need
MUN’s Harris
Centre
Funding the
Question of
How to Make
The Arts Work
in Tough Times
BY MICHELLE PORTER

There’s the stuff you’ve
been doing all along. Maybe
you didn’t know it was
really helping—probably
you were just doing what
you had to do. Still, Jennifer
Dyer’s been telling me that
all that stuff, that’s what
made you all so good at
what you do.

The arts communities in Newfoundland—
you all get together and get stuff done.
Not just funding protest stuff either; you
are all constantly figuring out how to work
with each other. This openness to working
together as artists and lovers-of-art is one
of three things Jennifer Dyer named as your
strengths when I met with her to ask about
her Harris Centre-funded research into arts
Newfoundland and Labrador.
During our conversation, professor
Dyer sort-of-completely confirmed
what I’d noticed during my eight years in
Newfoundland and Labrador. The stuff she
listed also totally reflected what I’ve loved
about the arts communities in the province. I
didn’t think of it as a strength before, though,

On a Saturday night, while dressed as a King, I met Anna
Hawkins. We were at a Purim party and I was wearing a
black fur hat tilted sideways like my vision.
Today, I went to see her exhibition at Eastern Edge.
Two screens hang in the gallery and the director
whispers to me, “Anna made those herself.” I wonder
what she means, but then I realize Anna made the

it just was.

screens. I wonder how. The two screens show different

Second and third, Dyer said, are volunteering

face is cropped out. I think it’s weird to see no personality

footage of “how-to” videos that Anna has edited so the

and working. Volunteering, it turns out, “is a
very strong tradition” here. “A lot of people
who don’t identify as artists volunteer to
make art happen.”
But did you ever think of your Newfoundland
and Labradorian tradition of holding down a
job while also pursuing an arts career as a
strength? Dyer identifies it as such. I noticed
this when I moved here: it seemed that every
other person I met had an artistic practice
that they pursued in their non-working

time. Dyer’s research
will support that."

in the “how-to” video, practically a genre on YouTube. You.Anna has edited videos of
chopping onions, making pottery, kneading dough and French braiding hair. It all feels
so sexual and domestic and feminine to me. The onion reminds me of the kitchen and
tears and emotions and women who have always been confined to these spaces and
who start a meal, almost always, with an onion. It all feels hollow though without

a job “is massive. There’s an awful lot of
Like recently when the city announced cuts
to arts funding? You all got together so fast.
people who are working because you can’t
(To quote Dyer, you are the “amazingly-quickget by as an artist right now,” Dyer said.
to-mobilize arts groups.”) And on the day
that I am writing this article, this morning, all
All the same, the goal of most arts producers
you publishers and writers and supporters
is to be able to do the creative work full-time.
of the arts got together at Broken Books to
Dyer’s research will support that. Because
publicly ask the provincial government to
even though you’ve got all those strengths,
reverse their decision to be the first province
what you don’t have is data about
in Canada to tax books. On the same
money and arts. “We need to be
day, The Telegram published a
able to say here’s what we
story about how the budget
need funding for, here’s how
"The goal of
will impact you all, the arts
we’re going to use it, and
most arts producers
communities. Another
even here’s the best way
is to be able to do the
austerity budget protest is
to use it. We don’t know
creative work fullscheduled for this coming

participants.

Allison Graves Reviews Anna
Hawkins’ “How to Chop an Onion”

communities and patterns of funding in

hours. This openness to juggling art and

Friday and members of
the arts communities will
be key organizers and

Show Me How

this. The arts groups

themselves don’t have that
information available. So this
is what I want to do.”

the face of the woman. I want to see her, but also then I would forget the almost
always consistent mundanity of these situations or something. The hollowness of
this idea seeps into her next how-to video so seamlessly that I know I’m supposed
to find connections. But how? The hands shape something into physical form here. A
hollow vase. The vase makes me think of containment which again makes me think
of the kitchen and the onion and the woman. The video transitions again without
warning to a woman brushing her hair. I think of people I know who have put mascara
on in front of their MacBook Air and uploaded it on the internet, looking for views
I think, or maybe just someone to care. I remember this and I think, this all makes
sense to me now. I watch and I think of when I learned how to French braid my own
hair. I remember my mother telling me, “you take a bit from the rest as you go.” The
idea of gradually adding something to something else and that thing growing into
something nice and contained and organized and mostly feminine, makes me think
about wholeness. What makes something whole? I don’t know. Maybe I’ll look
online. Everyone just wants to feel good at something, sometimes, probably. So I
appreciate Anna Hawkins using this idea of the how-to video to explore what I think
is insecurity and expertise and people giving themselves some sort of physical
voice. The director is sitting in a chair now that spins like the globe. She says, “It’s
interesting. We go online to find out how to do these things but Anna is taking it
offline so we can watch and learn in a physical space. All together.” I say, “I agree."
That’s interesting. The idea of watching something and learning how to do it. The
intimacy in watching. It’s a genre I think people forget about, or don’t think about
as being significant. There’s something both very private and public about opening
yourself up to an audience in a way that’s practical and instructional and so often
done because it’s all been done. Right? There’s something admirable about adding
yourself to the huge, large, big sphere of people trying to figure it all out.
How to Chop an Onion is showing at Eastern Edge Gallery from April 9 – May 18.
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Fare Thee Well
Young Artists!
BY MARY MACDONALD

Riverhead

Filmmaker
Justin Oakey
Discusses
His Debut
Feature Film
BY MARK HOFFE
What’s Riverhead about?
Riverhead is a crime drama following an
outport community divided by a violent blood
feud. It centres on a middle-aged man finding
himself at odds with vengeful brothers
determined to breathe new life into a bitter
feud started by their father. It’s a story born
from all the clashing between Catholics
and Protestants in rural Newfoundland,
especially up the North Shore.
Why did you choose Riverhead as your
debut feature?
I never intended for Riverhead to be my
debut feature, or a feature at all. In fact, I
was meeting with local filmmaker Christian
Sparkes one night after being introduced at
the Atlantic Film Festival and I was pitching
him a short I had written about some
stories my grandmother had told me about
Catholics and Protestants up the North
Shore. That short was called Riverhead.
When I first pitched the idea to Christian,
he assumed it was a feature and that
immediately got the ideas going. I’ve always
been fascinated by The Troubles of Northern
Ireland, and the UK. I think it’s a complex
slice of history, and our island’s own issues
have rarely been explored on screen.

Who are you working with?
I’m lucky to be collaborating with a really
talented local crew. They’re patient, too,
as I am pretty particular and my style
with shooting is to keep things nimble,
naturalistic, even documentary-like at
times. Brad Gover is co-producing with me,
Ian Vatcher is behind the camera, and the
lively Lawrence Barry is our star, supported
by Steve Oates, Evan Mercer, Allison Kelly,
Steve Lush, Michelle Rex, and Des Walsh.
Larry has been on board since day one.
After making Flankers – my last short –
together, we formed quite a friendship and
bonded over family connections in the Grand
Falls-Winsor area. When I pitched him the
feature-length idea for Riverhead, he was
chomping at the bit to make it together. The
story is fixated on his character, so he’s got
the lion’s share of screen time. Honestly, his
character has a very dark journey, and I think
his performance is gonna turn a lot of heads.
How did you get into filmmaking?
I suppose I can say from a young age I
wanted to be a storyteller, but choosing
film as my way to tell those stories came
a little later. For a while I wanted to be an
animator, but after some high school video
projects, I got wooed by filmmaking.
Where are your storytelling
roots buried?
Like many Newfoundlanders, my family
is full of natural and colourful storytellers,
so it’s no wonder I found myself on that
path. I’m particularly inspired by their
stories of conflicts, feuds, exciting hunts,
or troubles on the water. My work always
starts with stories from people close to me,
they provide the foundation. From there I
can start wiggling more cinematic ideas
in. It’s important to me that my films set
on the island are both highly cinematic but
also authentic representations of outport
Newfoundland culture.
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"Next time the
province touts the cultural
industry as alive and well,
think about this list of 236
names who have taken
their ideas, vision, and
creativity with them."

I came to St. John’s in 2008. At that time the
trickle down oil effect was being celebrated around kitchen tables
as Newfoundland and Labrador’s big break. Residents reveled in
being a “have” province and those of us in the cultural community
waited with baited breath on what that could mean for us.
As the years went by I came to recognize St. John’s, and NL more broadly, as a very transitory
place. Artists came for school, studio space, or their first big break, but many would eventually
hit the wall. There are only so many jobs, only so much money in the grants system, and only
so many venues, festivals, and galleries to support them. Though everyone tries their best,
squeezing pennies and starting new projects, there comes a time when many decide to go. This
decision nearly always comes down to access, access to education, job opportunities, or greater
professional networks with better infrastructure. Like any other workers, artists will move to
develop their careers and unfortunately (for us) Newfoundland and Labrador was not where they
saw that happening. But why not? Below is a partial list of those who have moved on in recent
years. It is not perfect, nor is it meant to be a memorial, more a statement of potential. Imagine
if we could stop the brain drain, imagine how rich our communities and economies could be. I am
encouraged that artists will continue to emerge here and some are able to stay. However the root
problem remains. This province lacks vision and the ability to retain young professionals across the
board. So next time the province touts the cultural industry as alive and well, I’d encourage you to
think about this list of 236 names who have taken their ideas, vision, and creativity with them.
Adam Joe / Adam Clarke / Adam Hickey / Adam Tiller / Adena Cahill / Adriana Maggs / Aimee Wall / Alan Jeans /
Alana Fraize / Alanna Ward / Alona Power / Amanda Jernigan / Amanda Power / Amelia Curran / Andrew Ivimey
/ Ann Connors / Anna Wheeler / Annette Manning / Annie McEwen / Ariel Sharratt / Ashley Daw / Audrey Kay /
Baptiste Neis / Beaver Sheppard / Blair Harvey / Bob Joy / Bob Sutherby / Brad Hodder / Brad Kilpatrick / Bridget
Wareham / Bruce Johnson / Caroline Niklas-Gordon / Cathy Jones / Chang E Ling / Cherie Pyne / Chris Burke /
Christine Taylor / Christopher House / Claire Asquith / Curtis Andrews / Damphnait Doyle / Dana Puddicombe
/ Daniel Banoub / Daniel Hughes / Darryl Hopkins / Dave Lander / Dave Whitten / David Blackwood / David
Kaarsemaker / David Newman / Debora Joy / Denis Longchamps / Derm Kean / Diana Daly / Diana Jones /
Didi Gillard Rowlings / Don Ellis / Dorothy Crutcher / Dylan Brenton / Edmund Stapleton / Eilish McBreaty / Erin
Cossar / Eric Penny / Erika Stephens Moore / Erin Whitney / Evelyn Osborne / Glenn Nutio / Graham Kennedy
/ Greg Ryan / Hannah Epstein / Helen Gregory / Jacob Rolfe / Jake Fisher / James Daly / James Hawksley /
James Richardson / Jamie MacDonald / Jamie March / Jane Maggs / Janine O'Riely / Jason Noble / Jay Kimball
/ Jeff Sullivan / Jennifer Barrett / Jennifer Furlong / Jessie Walker / Jillian Keiley / Jim Maunder / Jim McEwen /
Jimmy Rose / Joe Fowler / Joel Thomas Hynes / Joelle Blandford / John Haney / John Power / Johnny Harris /
Johnny Versailles / Jon David Hynes / Jon Montes / Jonah Emke / Jonathan Green / Jonathan Lewis / Jonathan
Monro / Jonathan Watton / Jordan Bennett / Jordan Canning / JP Trepanier / Judith Morrissey / Justin Critch /
Justin Davis / Justin Guzzwell / Justin Tilley / Justin Tobin / Karen Dwyer / Karlie King / Kate Story / Kathy Oke
/ Kathleen Winter / Kelli Kieley / Kitty Scott / Krystin Pellerin / Kyla Squires / Kyle Bustin / Kyle Hynes / Laura
Sheppard / Lee Hanlon / Liam Owens / Liam Tobin / Lisa Wilson / Luke Major / Mallory Fisher / Mara Pellerin /
Maria Mercer / Mark Bennett / Mark O’Brien / Mark Prier / Mark White / Marthe Bernard / Martin Poole / Mary
Decker / Mary Lewis / Mathias Kom / Matrina White / Matt Power / Matt Spence / Matthew Hornell / Meaghan
Harding / Meg Warren / Megan Greeley / Michael Chiasson / Michael Coady / Michael Flaherty / Michael Winter /
Michael Young Mikiki / Miranda MacDonald / Mitchell Wescott / Nicole Finder / Nicole Power / Nicole Underhay /
Nik Sexton / Nivek P Enworb / Patrick Boyle / Patrick Neary / Paul Schiralli-Earle / Percy Hynes White / Pete Mills
/ Peter Andrews / Peter Duchemin / Petrina Bromley / Rachel Ryan / Rakel Munro / Randal Arsenault / Ray Walsh
/ Rebekah Cuff / Renee Hackett / Rhiannon Thomas / Richard Andy Malone / Rick Mercer / RN Wagner /Robbie
Sharp / Ron Anonson / Ryan Dillon / Ryan Tilley / Samantha Chaulk / Sara Spence / Sarah Feldbloom / Sarah
Gibbons / Sarah Hillock / Scott Keating / Scott McLellan / Sean McCann / Sebastien Spence / Shannon Hawes /
Shawn Warmington / Sheilah Mackinnon / Sherri Levesque / Sherry White / Shoshanna Wingate / Sophie Broders
/ Soren Sigerdson / Stacey Croucher / Stephanie Hawco / Stephen Quinlan / Stephen Drover / Stephen Dunn /
Steve Cochrane / Steve Cowan / Susan Gale / Susan Kent / Suzen Statz / Tammy Macleod / Tara Jane Feener /
Teri Snelgrove / Terry Kelly / Terry MacEachern / Tim Ronan / Tina Maddigan / Todd Janes / Tom Power / Tommy
Gushue / Torquil Colbo / Tracey Waddleton / Tristan Rehner / Victoria Fuller / Virginia Mitford / Wayne Johnston
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Excerpts from Popular,
Recent webposts
Read whole articles @ theovercast.ca

Don't Miss Our Web-exclusive
Stories Between Print Issues!
Visit theovercast.ca for exclusive web stories between our print issues,
including breaking news, event profiles, arts coverage, new storefront news, videos,
podcasts, and more. And add us to your social media to get our news in your newsfeeds.
Facebook, Twitter & Instagram: Theovercastnl

UNPOSSIBLE NL’S STAND UP CHALLENGE FOR COMEDY MODELLED AFTER THE RPM
The man who brought the RPM Challenge to NL is launching a similar endeavour this June, with The Stand Up Challenge. The challenge is simple: create, rehearse, and then perform a five-minute
set of stand-up comedy. Like the RPM, it’s not a competition; it’s just for fun, and to help make June feel a little different than May and July. In exchange, you get feedback from experienced comics in
the audience, and a shot at qualifying to perform at the grand finale in July. It’s free to sign up, and beginners, amateurs, and professionals are all welcome, making it a chance to try stand-up out in a
low-stress environment, while others do the same, or, it’s a way to start taking your humour more seriously, or, if you’re a pro, why not use this as a way to step outside of your go-to comfort zone and
try something completely different? If you’re feeling interested but apprehensive A.) Don’t be silly, so are all your cohorts – you’re in it together, that’s half the fun! and B.) why not attend some of their
workshops, like “The math of a Joke” or “Bombing with Dignity.” Register and read more at standupchallenge.ca. The Stand Up Challenge Open Mics will happen weekly in June, and the amazing workshop
and feedback opportunities will come courtesy of names like Sue Kent, Matt Wright, Jonny Harris, Amanda Bulman, Sarah Walsh, Dave Sullivan, Mike Fardy and more. Including Snook himself.

DEAR MINISTER KIRBY, WHERE IS MY STRONGER TOMORROW?
“My Dear Minister: Overnight, I saw nine thousand dollars of my hard earned income fly out the window ... You probably wouldn’t remember my wife and I. You came to our door during the
election campaign last November. You were pleasant and upbeat. You talked about the positive change you would help to bring to our province. We were impressed ... My wife and I are seniors.
We devoted forty or more years contributing to the well-being of our province and our country. We built a pension plan that would see us through our senior years. We happily paid our taxes
knowing that our contribution made it possible to have adequate health care for all, social assistance for the less fortunate, literacy programs for adults, and good schools for our children. In
our wildest dreams we never envisioned that our government would betray us, put a gun to our heads, and demand that we forfeit our financial security ... as a member of this government you
closed schools, shut down literacy and other support programs, cut assistance to children and families. You chopped critical medical assistance to the poor, the mentally ill, and the elderly. You
closed seniors centres (even as your esteemed leader was investing in a private seniors complex) ... You are now party to the destruction of the middle class in this province. You have imposed
intolerable hardship on the poor and the working poor. You have created all the conditions which will force our young people and their families to leave this province. I can assure you they will
leave because they have no choice. In fact they are already leaving. I am not asking you and your colleagues to assign blame but I see you are already floating your trial balloons in that regard: the
Muskrat Falls project, always a good smokescreen to cover all the other bad stuff; the previous government of course; all those people in the outports who don’t deserve services because ‘they
choose to live there’; the aboriginal people in Labrador who get too much anyway; people on welfare who don’t want to work. The scapegoats are many and they are there for the taking. The
truth is that you and your new-found friends built this disastrous plan yourselves and you will wear the consequences. Or should I say that I and thousands like me will wear the consequences ...”

SWINGING BELLES BECOME 2ND LOCAL BAND TO WIN A JUNO THIS DECADE
Not since Amelia Curran’s 2010 Juno win for Hunter, Hunter (Roots & Traditional Album of the Year: Solo) has a local band won a Juno. This weekend, fresh off their Canadian Folk Music Award win,
The Swinging Belles won a Juno for Children’s Album of the Year. Fans were not surprised by the win: their combination of killer harmonies, catchy tunes, and endearing lyrics are most certainly
worthy of the highest honours. And while the band does pen top-notch tunes for toddlers, their brand of swing music, and the quality thereof, has just as many moms and dads dancing at their
events, and spinning their album, More Sheep, Less Sleep, at home.

[UNSEEN]: MEET NEW CANADIAN LIVING IN NEWFOUNDLAND (PART 1)
With their video series [Unseen], filmmakers Rodrigo Iniguez & Conor McCann have put together short glimpses into the lives and experiences of new Canadians living in Newfoundland. “In short,”
says Iniguez, “our series hopes to highlight and celebrate our different experiences and our shared home.” ... “Nadia from Ecuador” features a student from Ecuador whose teacher, in front of her
classmates, called her a drug dealer based on her nationality. The video talks about what she did about that, and, how media helps to enforce the kinds of stereotypes feeding these kinds of racist
misconceptions. “Pedro from Palestine” tells us the story of a war breaking out and his family going on a treacherous journey in search of gas. What should’ve have been a 20-minute excursion
turned into a 6-hour nightmare of wading through indiscriminate fire. “The worst part about a war, what people don’t take into account, is people surviving the war,” he says. Civilians like Pedro,
who weren’t fighting on either side of the combat, were just trying to eat and stay alive, afraid to leave their own homes for fear of the bullets and bombs claiming innocent lives in their streets.
Future episodes will include “Chantal from Bermuda,” about the shock of leaving one culturally diverse island and arriving on ours – a province of predominantly Caucasian people. It was the first
time she felt different simply for how she looks, and the all-white group of students at her school’s meet’n’greet didn’t help, as people tried to bond with her “Through me being black, instead of
trying to get to know me for me ... I’m Chantal, I’m not just black.”
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Job to Say What That Job Is
A Chat with Two Local
Landscape Architects
Did you know April was
Landscape Architecture
Awareness Month, or that
there are only about a dozen
Landscape Architects in our
province?

Harbour.” Visitors tend
to visit the museum and then leave without
even seeing the cables on the beach; Rachael
is trying to address this problem with a
feature that would draw in passersby to the
site. Construction is slated to be completed
before “Cable Landing Day” on July 27th.

So what do these people do, exactly? They
literally shape our communities. Landscape
Architects design outdoor public areas,
landmarks, and structures. The goal is to
achieve environmental, social, or aesthetically
pleasing spaces.

Matthew is currently involved in the
revitalization of Victoria Park in the west end
of downtown. “Victoria Park had become worn
and weary in its years; many of the park’s
original uses no longer existed, and much of
what was left needed a facelift. The City felt
it was time to give it the same attention that
had been given to the other major municipal
parks, like Bannerman and Bowring.”

Matthew Mills says you’ve seen their work in
Bowring Park (designed by Frederick Todd,
who also designed Mount Royal in Quebec), “or
more contemporary examples like putting The
Loop in Bannerman Park.”
Rachael Fitkowski adds other examples, like
the Grand Concourse Trails, and the indoor
courtyard at the Sheraton Hotel. “We do a
lot of work in the private sector as well,”
Fitkowski adds. “Landscape architects work
on designs for private residences, as well as
commercial and institutional properties. A
commercial example is the landscape at the
new Fortis Building located [downtown]; an
institutional example is the landscape and
rooftop courtyard located at the new Long
Term Care facility in Pleasantville.”
Fitkowski and her colleague Tim Murray are
involved in a new project at Heart’s Content
Cable Station, aiming to improve its landscape
before the 150th Anniversary of the laying of
the Trans-Atlantic Cable in Heart’s Content,
an event that changed global telegraphic
communication.
“The goal of the project has been to create a
usable outdoor space, where visitors to the
museum can view the spot where the cable
meets land, from the beautiful Heart’s Content

“Before we put pen-to-paper to start
designing however, the team (which included
the City, a project steering committee, and
me) wanted to hear what people had to say
about Victoria Park. We wanted to hear their
thoughts, ideas, concerns, and worries,
because at the end of the day, it’s those things
– what’s working and what isn’t, what people
would like to see and what they wouldn’t –
that help inform a design. There’s nobody
better suited to inform us of those things then
those who use the space the most and know
it best.” Mills happily reports that the public
consultation process for the revitalization of
Victoria Park was more lengthy and thorough
than is often the case.
“It took several months to complete and
generated hundreds of amazing ideas. The
first phase of the revitalization should be
under construction this year and represents
the first important step of a multi-year, multiphase project that will eventually refresh
Victoria Park in a way that better meets the
needs of the current community. It truly is
a people profession,” Mills says. “It’s about
talking to people, listening to people, and
designing for people.”

Let’s
See Less
Seymour

Local Women
Submit Stories
of Times
They’ve Been
Marginalized in
the Workplace
PART 3 OF 4
In the hopes of not seeing the Brenda
Seymour incident blow over as if that
sort of thing is uncommon, and in
hopes that enlightenment can change
perpetrators’ ways, The Overcast is
running a 4-part series March through
June about the subtle and overt ways
people have been marginalized in the
workplace based on their gender.
"I was promoted because I am damn good at
what I do. When one of my new subordinates
started making jokes about “Oh I don’t
mind working under you, if you know what
I mean,” and telling people I only got the job
because my looks will be good for reeling
in clients, I severely reprimanded him. And
then I was dubbed “a real bitch.” Not a boss
commanding respect, a bitch. The joy of my
promotion was marred by sexism."
“Being a young woman, working in sales,
I am often given off-hand comments that I
understand people don't see as offensive.
Things like, ‘I'd like to speak to the man/
gentleman in charge,’ ‘Your Father own this
place?,’ ‘She your daughter?,’ (speaking
over me to my employer). By contrast
my male co-worker, who is roughly my
age, is never asked if he's someone's
son, husband, or if his father owns the
business. I realize in most of these incidents
people are just being curious and making
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conversation, they don't really mean
anything by it. Best example of this was
when once speaking with a woman she
casually asked, ‘Your father or husband
work here?’ I responded no. ‘Oh, I just
thought since you know so much about this,
you must have grown up with it or been in
the family business.’ It just never occurred
to her that perhaps I went to school or was
formally trained.”
“Twice in my engineering career I have been
paid less than male coworkers with the
same experience and education. Just after
graduation I was offered a position with a
company. A fellow male student from my
graduating class was offered $1 more an
hour for the same position. A few years
later I accepted a new position and shortly
after broke my leg. My male replacement,
also from my graduating class, was offered
$5000 more a year and a company truck.
I had to negotiate for my lower salary.
The professional association responsible
for regulating the engineering industry
conducts a salary survey. Women with
equal experience are often paid less. When I
tell people my story they assume I'm a bad
engineer, I'm not willing to travel, or work
overtime, or I just don't want to get my
hands dirty. Not true. I've been to the most
remote places in Labrador. I am happiest in
work boots on a construction site. I am a
damn good engineer. The pay gap is real.”
“I needed my boss to reset my password
for a work system. He changed the temp
password to ‘ilovepussy’ and also told
me I look like a pornstar he discovered
one night. Said I should look up her work.
Things like this happen so often that I've
almost become numb to it.”
“I worked at a coffee shop on the Burin
Peninsula for a while. There was male staff
who used to prepare a "baker's surprise,"
which was when a baker would find a lone
female (usually a new staff member) in the
break room, and expose their genitals to
them. There was around 50 staff members,
35-40 women and 10-15 men. Everyone
knew that this was happening. I couldn't
believe that at 16 years old with my first
ever job, I had to endure sexual harassment
even in a workplace where there was
predominantly female staff. Needless to
say, I did not work there for very long. I felt
disgusting. Why should I have had to deal
with this in the workplace?”
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Government
Guts Quality
of Life for Kids
Upon Light
Bulb Going Off
That Kids Can’t
Vote
BY CHAD PELLEY

When Eastern Health was
forced to cut costs in April,
The Janeway decided to cut
back on snacks and stickers
for the kids.
An internal memo published in the CBC
stated that snacks will no longer be provided
during individual counselling sessions, and,
a cap will be imposed on the number of
stickers kids can be given. “I am sorry for the
distress this may cause some of our clients."
“It’s pretty easy for the higher-ups
to dismiss the volatility of h’angry,
cantankerous kids, with fewer free stickers
to distract them from their rumbling
tummies,” says one disgruntled Eastern
Health employee, “the higher-ups don’t
have to deal with these unruly kids. The
screaming and the shin kicks and the not
sitting still.”
It was around this time a lightbulb went
off for Bennett and Ball: Kids cannot vote,
they’re under 18, and should therefore
be the target of much of government’s
deficit-reduction initiatives. By the time
they’re 18, the politicians whom today’s
kids would revengefully refrain from

voting for, will be long retired. “Whoa!
We figured, like wow!,” says a spokesperson
for The Liberal government, “Why stop at
stickers and snacks! Let’s go into these little
buggers’ homes and steal half their toys –
let’s decide that rich kids can keep 60% of
their toys, and poorer kids 30% (in keeping
with our tradition of favouring of the wealthy)
– and let’s sell those looted goods off on Kijiji
for our provincial kitty! Since we forgot to fill
our provincial piggy bank with oil revenue
when times were good, we have no choice
now, but to go after what people bought for
their children while HST and income taxes
were down!”
In addition to the Under 18 Toy Reduction
Program, government are also proposing
a Temporary Bicycle & Tricycle Levy. “In
cases where children display a sentimental
attachment to their yesteryear bikes, we
will allow them or their parents to buy
them back from us at 75% the cost of what
they paid for them. With receipts to prove
value, of course. If the family chooses not
to repurchase their bikes, or claim they
cannot afford to during these hard times,
regretfully, parts will be sold off for money.”
It is believed the Under 18 Toy Reduction
Program & the Temporary Bicycle & Tricycle
Levy are what led to further cuts to quality
of life for the province’s toddlers, teens and
preteens. Under the “Education and Early
Childhood Development” header The “Detailed
Expenditure Reductions for Budget 201617” report, the Liberals state measures
like a reduction in departmental school
supplies. “They’re a bunch of friggen kids,” the
spokesperson said at a recent conference,
“how much crap do they need to learn? They’ve
got two eyes and a brain, what more do they
need to learn from their teachers?” That line of
reasoning could explain why the budget also
saw reductions in departmental discretionary
funding for professional learning for teachers.
“Again, they’re only kids, how smart do the
people teaching them have to be?”
Granted, it’s not teachers’ brains we ought
to be worried about moving forward, it’s
their nerves: this budget will also “increase
class size caps for grades 4 to 9, and the
allocation ratio for high school.”

THE TOWNIE TABLOID IS A SEMI-MADEUP SPOOF ON TRUE LCOAL NEWS

A Brief Guide

Learning the Language
of Gender Diversity
If every generation has
a revolutionary time for
advancing awareness,
respect, and sensitivity for a
demographic or struggle, the
2010s belong to transgender
people and the strides they’re
making.
In fact, this April, our very own province passed
legislation that changed the law so that locals
no longer need to have a transition surgery
in order to have their gender changed on a
birth certificate or marriage certificate. It’s
been brought to The Overcast’s attention that
the transgender movement feels so sudden
and new for “aging folks,” that there’s fear
and caution in avoiding sounding accidentally
ignorant or insensitive in talking about gender,
in times when gender is more fluid than
ever. For example, in a recent press release,
Service NL Minister Joyce stated, with sincere
enthusiasm, “This is a positive development
that respects the rights of transgendered
individuals.” Little did he know he meant
transgender, not transgenderED (see below).
Below is a brief guide to the language of
discussing gender diversity.

trans man doesn’t have a prostate. These
statements aren’t often intended to be transignorant or offensive, but they do isolate,
ignore, or alienate the trans community, and
invalidate their existence.
Transgender is an Adjective
You do not say “Kay is transgendered.” The
word is to be used as an adjective; as a brief
grammatical reminder, an adjective is a
descriptive word before a noun like “YELLOW
flower” to describe the flower as yellow. So,
you would say “Jaimie is a TRANS woman,” not
Jaimie is a trans. Calling someone “a trans” is
like calling someone “a gay."
Non-Binary Versus Trans?
Gender identity isn’t as binary as maleidentifying or female-identifying, enter:
non-binary. Where a transgender person
identifies as a male or as a female, regardless
of assigned gender at birth, a non-binary
person does not explicitly identify as a man
or woman. A non-binary individual can be
intersex, or can have been female or male at
birth. The standard pronouns here are neutral,
like sibling (not brother or sister), spouse,
they. MX. is interchangeable with MR. Or
MRS. for non-binary individuals. Non-binary
is an umbrella term for gender identities too
numerous to list here.

CIS and Trans?
If you’re CIS or Cisgender person, you entirely
identify with the gender you were assigned at
birth, regardless of your sexual orientation as
straight, gay, bisexual, etc. Whereas if you’re
trans, you do not identify with the gender you
were assigned at birth, regardless of your sexual
orientation as straight, gay, bisexual, etc.

Surgery Isn’t Everything
Firstly, sex change is not the right
terminology, transition is, and every
transgender individual differs in their desire
to transition or not, and to what degree.
Some FTM transgender people will opt for top
surgery only, a double mastectomy, others
will want to do less or more.

What is Cisnormativity?
Cisnormativity refers to the assumption that
all individuals are CIS, and their minds and
bodies are in agreement on their gender. A
doctor who tells his community, “All men
should have regular prostate exams after
35,” has made a cisnormative statement: A

Two Quick Misconceptions
Sexual orientation has nothing to do with
gender identity. A trans person’s sexuality
is as unique as a CIS person’s. Also, crossdressing has nothing to do with gender
identity, and drag is more about performance
art than anything.
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St. John’s New Safer Bars Program
Strengthens Responsibility of Bar Owners
to Protect Patrons from Date Rape and Other
Forms of Sexual Harassment BY EVA CROCKER
Lynn Moore, a lawyer for
sexual assault survivors
in civil cases, and Sean
Ryan, the NLC’s Director
of Regulatory Compliance,
are working to implement
a Safer Bars Program in St.
John’s which would address
the high rates of date rape
happening in the city.

a component of Safer Bars programs in other

the sale of a dangerous substance and they

parts of the country is ensuring bars have

therefore have a responsibility to take steps

women bouncers.

to prevent dangerous things from happening.

Some Safer Bars programs require bars to have

There have been cases where people

a coat check where people can charge their

have left a bar intoxicated and driven a

phones. This allows them to stay in contact

car and the bar has been held responsible

with friends and means they are able to call

for damages caused by a motor vehicle

an emergency number on their way home, if

accident due to alcohol consumption.

needed. Moore said she would also like the St.

Moore believes that it will be easy to

John’s Safer Bars program to include training

convince a judge that liability should also be

on victim blaming and slut shaming, to make

attached to bar owners for sexual assaults

sure that people who complete the program

which are perpetrated by patrons on other

understand that perpetrators of sexual assault

patrons or by bar staff on patrons.

“Date rape has been a problem in our

cause sexual assault, the conduct of a survivor

province and city for a long time. I regularly

of such a crime is irrelevant.

In the case of the impaired driver, if the

get calls from women and men who have

bartender had suggested the patron take a

been drugged. They wake up and don’t know

Moore is hoping that in Newfoundland and

cab and called a cab but the patron refused

exactly what has happened to them and it’s

Labrador the Safer Bars Program will create

to take the cab the bar would have a strong

a horrific feeling,” Moore says. “Up until now

a ‘safer bar’ designation that a bar will

argument that they took reasonable steps

the approach to dealing with this incredibly

receive after its staff go through the program.

to prevent that person from doing harm. If a

serious problem in our society has been to do

“There is no way a system can be perfect,

bar does nothing to help prevent date rape

nothing. That’s completely unacceptable, we

it would be a safer bar, not a safe bar. This

from taking place then they bear some of

live in a society where there is law and order

would be a guide for people in the city that

the responsibility for it and they may find

so we need to protect people from this very

would let them know this bar cares about

themselves having to pay compensation to

serious harm.”

keeping their customers safe and they have

people for the very traumatic and deeply

taken steps to ensure their customers are

horrific act of sexual assault.

This program will be a variation of the Safer

safe,” she explained.

Bars program that was started by the Centre

While Sean Ryan intends to reach out to the

for Addiction and Mental Health and is

Moore went on to explain that there is a

George Street Association and invite them to

already in place in Ontario and other parts of

legal incentive for bars to choose to become

participate in conversations about the Safer

Canada. Every jurisdiction is able to mold the

certified under the Safer Bars program. That

Bars program, their input will not decide

program to fit their needs.

incentive is an area of law called commercial

whether this program moves forward or not.

host liability. When you induce people
St. John’s Safer Bars program is still in the

to come into your business, you have a

early stages of development. Moore explained

responsibility to those people.

The NLC issues liquor licenses and has the
power to rescind liquor licenses so

the program would definitely include training

whether or not the George Street

for bar staff on the date rape drug and on

Under the Liquor Control

alcohol as a date rape drug. It would also

Act bars also have a legal

provide staff with training to recognize

responsibility to make sure

dangerous situations and provide assistance.

people don’t over consume.
The principal of commercial

If someone is feeling threatened they are

host liability is that these

more likely to approach a woman for help, so

establishments profit from

This would be a guide
for people in the city that
would let them know
this bar cares about
keeping their
customers safe.

Association decides they want
to be a part in this process
they may find themselves in
a position where they have
to take steps to make their
bars safer in order to keep their
liquor licenses.
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The Overcast’s Latest $12,500 Albedo Grant Winner
is an After-school Culinary Curriculum for Kids!
PHOTOS: JOEL UPSHALL

Hopkins. “The association

ALBEDO
GRANT
WINNER

has also discussed the
possibility of offering
food education to

SCHOOL LUNCH
ASSOCIATION

children. However,
like most charities,
our resources are very
limited.” Enter Amanda
Bulman. Amanda is the

fundraising coordinator for the
School Lunch Association. She’s also a chef,
who got her start at Reluctant Chef, and is now
part of the trio behind Holy Grail Donut Pop-up.
She was also the creator and coordinator of the
very successful St. John’s Cookie Throwdown
and is a Board member of Unpossible NL.
Amanda came up with the idea of the grantwinning concept, which was simple and clear:
an afterschool culinary curriculum, where
kids get hands-on experience learning to
grow, harvest, and cook healthy foods. And,
in Amanda’s words, to get excited about it.
“There are many current existing models on
which to build a curriculum that makes sense
for elementary age children,” says Bulman,
citing programs like Growing Chefs Program,
which has students grow and tend indoor
gardens, as a way of teaching them about
sustainability, nutrition, agriculture, and recipe

The Overcast’s annual Albedo Grant gives a
local, community-bettering endeavour a pot of
cash to help them do their thing. The emphasis
is on start-ups, or an organization facing a
specific financial barrier to growth.
This year’s pot was $12,500,
courtesy of sponsors/
jurors Dean MacDonald,
John O’Dea, and
Phil Keeping’s family.

WHO IS THE SCHOOL LUNCH
ASSOCIATION, AND WHAT IS
THEIR PLAN?
The School Lunch Association is a registered
charity whose mission is to operate a nonstigmatizing program that provides nutritious
lunches for primary and elementary school
children, regardless of a family’s financial
situation. They started 27 years ago, serving
meals to children who otherwise would have
gone without. Today they have kitchens in
25 schools, where meals are prepared fresh

creation. The kids will learn the full cycle from
growing food, to preparing nutritious meals
with those ingredients. Volunteer chefs will
visit classrooms, lending their skills for the
betterment of the next generation, and since
the chefs will be volunteers, the program
will be very affordable for parents. “Learning
to cook and garden are essential life skills,”
Bulman says, “that do not get taught in school,
and I want this program to be accessible to
students from all economic backgrounds.”

daily. Over 10,000 children have access to
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the program every day. “The School Lunch
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school children,” said Executive Director, Ken
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in Newfoundlander (Stats Can, 2005).
A more recent Stats Can study revealed that
rates of obesity, high blood pressure, and
diabetes have increased, while consumption
of healthy foods has gone down between
2003 and 2013. These stats translate into
a grim reality: we do not live as long as our
Canadian counterparts. The average NL man
won’t live to be 76; female life expectancy
averages 81. Our poor health also comes
at a cost to our government’s finances. Per
capita healthcare spending in NL is higher
than other provinces. A recent study by the
Canadian Diabetes Association indicates
there is no provincial strategy for curbing
diabetes here, despite the fact the projected
healthcare cost of diabetes will jump from
$254 million to $322 million between 2010
and 2020. Now that we’re foodie city, why
not use all our expertise to get kids food
conscious and food competent? Did you
know rates of obesity in Canadian children
have tripled since 1980? A far-reaching
program like this – one that is educating the
next generation on healthy eating – can only
help correct all these grim realities.
PLANTING SEEDS FOR BETTER
FOOD SECURITY?
Food security is another issue on our island
– if cut off from the outside world, your
neighbourhood’s Sobeys & Dominion would
be without groceries on their shelves in under
a week. Yet the notion of growing our own
food has never really taken root. In fact, to
quote page 12 of this issue, “the agricultural
sector is shrinking, even faster here than
in the rest of the country. Our mean farmer
age is 55!” Teaching kids to grow and harvest
their own food can only help us combat food
security in NL. As it stands, the average kid
has no way of knowing where their food even
comes from.
POSITIVE PARTNERSHIP POTENTIAL …
“The potential for building partnerships is
unlimited,” Bulman says, referring to feelers
she’s already put out to organizations as
varied as Memorial University, MUN Botanical
Garden, Friends of Pippy Park, and Mallard
Cottage. The Restaurant Association of NL
is another natural partner. Several local
restaurants have in-house smokers, gardens,
and animals that provide potential teaching
opportunities.

HOW WILL THEY USE THE $12,500
ALBEDO GRANT EXACTLY?
The grant money will be used to buy
materials for a small test run of schools.
It will pay for meetings between potential
partners, and allow the School Lunch
Association to host workshops held
by professional gardeners to teach the
program’s volunteers. It will also pay for
things like classroom gardening equipment,
“safe cooking equipment that small hands
can handle,” and seeds from local growers.
“Ultimately, this funding will kickstart a
program that will take us from discussion
to execution.” says Bulman.
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Riddle Fence’s Future
Includes New Director
and New Awards
Unless you’ve been living
under a rock, you were
hearing the name Megan
Gail Coles all 2015 long,
for the streak of award
recognition she earned with
her book Eating Habits of the
Chronically Lonesome.
She’s now at the helms of Riddle Fence – the
province’s nationally renowned literary journal
(whose full gloss pages also house a lot of
local visual art alongside its short stories,
poems, criticisms, and essays). Not only is
Coles a good fit for her new role as executive
director of Riddle Fence, she’s pretty pumped
about Riddle Fence’s future too.
Why are you happy to be taking
over as ED?
I'm delighted. I genuinely believe in the
necessity of the publication and am properly
convinced that a journal of this calibre is
integral to a healthy and progressive arts and
culture community. We have enthusiastic
new additions to our Arts Editorial Board and
the Board of Directors, working in tandem
to ensure the journal is an inclusive part of
the province's arts and culture dialogue. We
want the fisherman from Joe Batts Arm to
read a poem. The nurse in Norris Point to
enjoy a short story. I want my Nan to tell me
that's a fit picture. Or an unfit picture. The
point is: I want her to see the picture. Have
the opportunity to see it. I want us all to
experience and discuss our arts and culture
as a group. Whatever your opinion is, Riddle
Fence welcomes it.
Why should people be reading
this thing anyway?
Some of the most exciting and innovative new
work is published in arts and culture journals.
Journals are not tied to the same posts.
They're not confined. It's a very liberating

read. And it's important. Riddle Fence allows
emerging artists an opportunity to showcase
their work alongside established artists. This
lends a level discoverability to the new work
that is integral to emerging artistic talent. I
know how vital it is to have peers champion
and support your creative development. I
understand this process innately as a writer
and take the evolution of our community very
seriously. And I'm a hybrid; a modern rural &
urban Newfoundlander. So the position as the
journal's ED is somewhat ideal for me. Riddle
Fence is striving for unbridled excellence.
That is what we're after. The Arts Editors in
fiction, poetry, and visual art are committed
to selecting the finest work from home and
beyond to contextualize the outstanding
artistic merit throughout our province and
country. I'll admit this unified approach is not
utterly magnanimous. Better work makes
all work better. Because mediocrity breeds
mediocrity. So this also pushes me forward
artistically. We're very good here. Our art is
very good here in NL. But we could be great.
So let's be that. I want us to be great.
What separates Riddle
Fence from
other literary mags?
Riddle Fence is dead
sexy. From content
selection to design
layout to execution and
distribution; it is a hot
little publication.

Tell us about the new contests, and when
submissions are welcome
We've recently partnered with the Leaside
Group to establish a cache of prizes in poetry,
short fiction, and visual art to be awarded in the
fall. The deadline for submissions is September
15th. Details concerning submissions can be
found on our website riddlefence.com.
Why partner with leaside group
on the new awards?
Leaside believes in preserving our
architectural heritage. The connections
between our shared structural heritage
and our arts and culture community are
indivisible. These are interwoven moving
parts in the fabric of our society and Riddle
Fence wants to respect and protect them.
We want to build a cultural fence around our
heritage properties. They belong to us just as
we belong to them. The recent treatment of
our shared cultural and structural heritage has
been appalling. That's enough of that now.
When’s the next issue?
We are launching Issue #23 at Lawnya
Vawnya on May 4th as part of the Riddle Fence
Reading Series. Local Bridget Canning, an
incredibly talented and promising emerging
voice in fiction, will read from her story
“Apartment 312” at the opening night rock
show. I expect it will be a wild time. We also
have a pack of award-winning writers reading
new work including Ed Riche, Andreae
Callanan, Robert Chafe, Sharon Bala,
Chad Pelley and Susie Taylor.

We want the
fisherman from Joe
Batts Arm to read a
poem. The nurse in
Norris Point to enjoy
a short story.

The full reading schedule is
available online at Lawnya
Vawnya’s and Riddle Fence’s
websites, while hard copies
are available at the Record
& Press Fair at Rocket. You
should totally leave the house
for this.

NL Book Awards
Release 2016 Shortlists
Every year, the NLBAs alternate
between awards in Fiction & Children’s,
and Non-fiction & Poetry. As a result,
the award shortlists represent the
best of not one, but two years of
local literature in these genres. This
year marks the 20th anniversary of
the NLBAs.
NEWFOUNDLAND AND
LABRADOR AWARD FOR FICTION
Joan Clark for The Birthday Lunch
(Penguin Random House)
Michael Crummey for Sweetland
(Doubleday Canada)
Sara Tilley for Duke (Pedlar Press)
The judges called The Birthday
Lunch “perhaps her best yet … The
characters are sharply drawn … This is
an eminently readable, tightly written,
accomplished novel.” The judges
called Sweetland “an atmospheric tale ...
Crummey effectively uses his seductive
powers of plot and language, and
originality of style.” Duke is shortlisted
fresh off its Winterset win. The judges
called it “an epic story that grabs the
reader by the ear and sustains our
fascination from the first line to the last.”
BRUNEAU FAMILY FOUNDATION
CHILDREN’S/YA LITERATURE
AWARD
Charis Cotter for The Swallow: A
Ghost Story (Penguin Random House)
Susan M. MacDonald for Time for
Treason (Breakwater Books)
Janet McNaughton for Flame
and Ashes: The Great Fire Diary
of Triffie Winsor (Scholastic)
Finalists Readings: Fiction: Tuesday,
May 31, 7:30 p.m., Suncor Energy Hall,
Memorial University; Children’s/YA Lit:
Sunday, May 29, 2 p.m., Rocket Room,
Rocket Bakery, 272 Water Street. The
winning authors, to be announced at
a ceremony on June 6 at Government
House in St. John’s, will each receive
a cash prize of $1,500; each finalist
receives $500.
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Professor Andrew Loman’s
Case for the Classics

/ THE OVERCAST /

Q & A with Susan Musgrave
A Taste of Haida Gwaii, Food Gathering
and Feasting on the Edge of the World

It’s hard to write 1,000 articles a
year, always in a hurry, without
occasionally uttering a poorly
considered paragraph here
and there. In a recent Overcast
article titled “MUN Drops Arts
from Faculty of Arts,” Chad
Pelley made such a remark.
“The department of English,” he wrote, “could
re-evaluate its fixation on classic literature,
since many modern students feel they can no
longer relate to it — we live in a different world
with different struggles now, hell, we doth not
even speaketh like Shakespeare anymore.”
Professor Andrew Loman immediately
provided the counterpoint below. Loman’s
research interests and the broad range of the
courses he teaches – from graphic novels to
“American Literature to 1880” – illustrate not
only his own diverse tastes, but the diversity of
courses the department does indeed offer.
“Though I cheerfully accept Mr. Pelley’s
broad argument that academic programs
of study need to stay fresh,” Loman says,
“I want to challenge him on two aspects of
his characterization of my department: his
declaration that our commitment to ‘classic
literature’ amounts to a ‘fixation;’ and his
intimation that contemporary students should
‘relate’ to the literary works they study at
university.
“The first aspect is both wrongheaded in its
preference for the contemporary and wrong
in its facts; the second makes a dubious
assumption about what literary criticism
should do.”
“As professionals we have an obligation to
familiarize students with our discipline, and
since this discipline includes the study of older
literature we teach it unapologetically. But in
my (admittedly biased) view my colleagues
teach those courses with imagination

and verve. To offer just one example, this
semester my colleague Rob Ormsby, who’s a
Shakespeare scholar, is teaching a graduate
course setting early modern English literature
in a global context. His students have examined
how, for instance, Shakespeare’s contemporary
John Fletcher represented seventeenthcentury Indonesia on the Elizabethan stage.
In putting such work before our students,
Rob’s teaching them about the histories of
globalization – a valuable curriculum in our
interconnected present.
“Meanwhile Mr. Pelley is wrong to
intimate that we don’t teach contemporary
literature. In fact, we teach a wide range of
contemporary texts and new literary forms.
By way again of a single illustrative example,
I’ll mention my colleague Nancy Pedri, a
comics specialist whose reading lists include
the profound, beautiful, and complex works
of Alison Bechdel, David Mazzhucchelli, and
Marjane Satrapi.
“And as for Mr. Pelley’s assertion that
students don’t feel they can relate to
Shakespeare. In my experience he’s wrong.
But in any case there are limits to how
thoroughly one should craft reading lists
in hopes that students can ‘relate’ to what
they’re reading. Shouldn’t it be a goal of
universities to widen students’ horizons?
To show them that their world is larger and
stranger and older than they imagined?
“One of Mr. Pelley’s gestures towards critique
of the contemporary university is that it’s
now a business, not an institute for higher
learning. That indictment of universities is
fashionable, and there’s considerable warrant
for it. But what, to your ears, sounds more in
keeping with the goals of business: to offer up
something that students find cozily familiar
– ‘relatable’ – or to challenge them with
unfamiliar and difficult works?
“It’s my conviction that the graduates of our
program will be better writers and thinkers
for having ventured out of the relatable zone.”

BY SHANNON WEBB-CAMPBELL
Susan Musgrave is the high priestess of Canadian letters, with numerous accolades
including the Writers’ Trust of Canada’s Matt Cohen’s Award (in celebration of a writing
life), and four Governor General Award nominations. Musgrave lives on the edge,
literarily and figuratively. She runs Copper Beech Guest House in Massett, Haida Gwaii,
teaches poetry at University of British Columbia, and has more than 30 books to her
name, spanning fiction, non-fiction, poetry, and children’s books. Yet she’s discovered
new consciousness and terrain writing a cookbook. A Taste of Haida Gwaii, Food
Gathering and Feasting on the Edge of the World is a striking collection of local recipes,
narratives, and poetics in practice. Her first cookbook offers a sense of wanderlust,
nourishment, and new Musgravian insight from a prolific writer who always wanted to
be a restaurant critic.
Clearly, Newfoundland and Haida Gwaii hold vastly different geographies and
climates, yet as far-flung places on opposite edges of the world, they both hold a
unique exoticness. From one isolated island to another, I am curious about how
location plays a role in your gathering, cooking and feasting? You can forage anywhere.
Downtown Toronto, Vancouver — you just have to know what to look for and where to find
it. Every field, forest, swamp, empty lot and roadside can be a health-food market with free
merchandise. New York City’s parks have had to ban the practice of foraging altogether
since too many people started food gathering, and depleting the resources. I like Jean Paul
Sartre’s definition of a genius. Not someone with a gift, but someone who invents in desperate
situations. Things can get desperate on Haida Gwaii, when weather sets in, and the few
grocery stores start running out of food. You learn to be inventive.
What inspired you to write this new book? I love being out in the woods, out on the
water, out on the beach, and food gathering gives me a sense of purpose. Clambering
over logs, over deadfalls, getting drenched by ocean waves — you get a good workout
as well. I love food, and eating. I (sometimes) love writing. It seemed to make sense that I
would write — not a cookbook but a love story with recipes.
One of my favourite recipes is Razor Clam Linguine, both for it’s funny intro
about following your friend Bob around the summer kitchen by candlelight
after a few glasses of Krim Crawford (recoined after the famous New Zealand
Sauvignon Blanc), and how it keeps changing every time it’s made. Which recipes
out of the book were the most challenging to write? What are your favourites/
staples? Razor Clam Linguine is definitely one. My sourdough bread — I make about
12 loaves a week and end up giving a lot away. I like the Venison Stew with three kinds of
onions and a shot of Jameson’s. Welsh Griddle Cakes. Anything made with wild roses.
What are some of the traditional recipes of the Haida people you’ve discovered?
I touch on some Haida delicacies in the book. K’aaw (herring roe on kelp), oolichan
grease (oolichans are traded with the people from the Nass), sea urchins, seaweeds and
kelp. Traditionally the Haida people ate salmon. They preserved their berries in wooden
boxes filled with oolichan grease.
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THE ENTHUSIAST!

Cracking into the Live Music Scene in St. John’s… and Beyond

BY LAUREN POWER

In this series, we’re sharing expert advice on how to take
your first step into a brand new scene. When it’s the live
music scene, no matter what your chosen instrument or
genre, the first step to success is showing up.

Meghan Harnum
on Getting Started
PUNCH TABLE, HARD TICKET, THE
MUDFLOWERS, SCRAMBLED MEGGZ
My advice for someone interested in getting
into playing live music downtown is this: go
to shows. Go to lots of shows. Go to lots of
different types of shows and go to shows at
different venues. Introduce yourself to the
bands. Be kind. Be friendly. Be approachable.
Don’t be a jerk. Find bands that you enjoy and
tell them that you enjoy them. Tell them about
your band. Bands are always looking for new
bands to play with. Also, don't be scared.
Catch Punch Table and Hard Ticket at Lawnya
Vawnya in May.

Glen May
on Doing it Yourself
FESTIVAL COORDINATOR FOR
SHED ISLAND; MIND VIOLENCE,
POCKET HANDS
Book your own show. It doesn’t even have
to be in a bar. Cafes, art spaces, backyards,
basements… go rent a generator and haul it
out to Cape Spear. Some of the most rewarding
and fun experiences I’ve had playing music
happened far away from George Street. It's
easier than it sounds and usually you can
rely on the support of other musicians to

help get things up and running. Alternatively,
booking a bar show is relatively easy and has
the added benefit of professional help. If you
lack the know-how, resources or networks
to book your own thing, the next best option
is to message bar owners or promoters
themselves. It seems like people are always
searching for bands to flesh out bills, and all
it really takes to get on someone's radar is a
Facebook message with a Bandcamp URL. The
first Shed Island Show of 2016, a fundraiser
at the Peter Easton featuring Hard Ticket, Cold
Agent, Jupiter Cycles, and a new band, Different
Dude, featuring the members of Pockethands
and Family Video is on May 14, $10 cover.

Meg Warren
on Motivation
REPARTEE
The biggest thing for us when we started
touring was just DOING IT. Not waiting for 'the
right time,' or the spring when the weather is
better, or when everyone in the band could get
the time off work. If you wait for the perfect
time to tour, it'll never happen. Obviously,
you want to have some songs recorded and
some merch so you have something to leave
with people ... but other than that, just GO.
It's hard and difficult and tiring but it's also
incredibly fun and rewarding. You just have
to be pro-active and go out and do things.
Our very first show in 2009 was at The Levee,

Renee Sharpe
on Creating
Something
Brand New

which is an amazing venue for
new bands. Book a show
"Play as much as you
there. Play as much as
can in St. John's for a short
you can in St. John's for a
while and then start touring.
Seriously, as soon as you
short while and then start
have music recorded and
touring. Seriously, as soon
some merch."
as you have music recorded
Meg (Repartee)
BAND OFF FOUNDER
and some merch, go out and
I was feeling like I wanted
tour. You'll probably never feel
more fun in my life! That means
prepared... I'm pretty sure I've cried
helping create a community of buds who
the night before every tour so far... and it's
want to support women and trans and
scary but it's also incredibly fun and you
learn so much. Repartee is touring Canada
this summer, to promote their latest
album All Lit Up.

Len O'Neill
on making
connections
GREEN & GOLD
Earnestly involve yourself in the community.
Go to shows and talk to people. Meet the
people who organize and play shows and
try and discover the entry-level gigs that
suit your experience. Play in smaller bars
on weekdays as often as you can while
continuing to get to know and appreciate the
musicians who are playing the gigs you'd like
to be playing. If you're hardworking and kind
and are legitimately interested in the music
being made in the community, you're well on
your way. Put yourself out there, bud. Green
& Gold is launching their new album, Then the
New Crow Came, May 13th at The Rockhouse.

Steve Maloney
on Planning
STEVE MALONEY AND THE
WANDERING KIND
Pick your battles! You don't have to play
everywhere, all the time. Instead, make
the most of each show, create an experience,
and build anticipation for yourself and
the audience.

marginalized folks who have a history of
being excluded from punk — to play punk!
There is a beautiful herstory of punk as a
subculture/counterculture being used as
a springboard for women and queers and
folks who don't identify with the male white
majority - to take up space and play raging
music with feminist, anti-oppression-based
lyrics. With that comes a push back from
the norm punk world where marginalized
folks may not feel like it's safe to stick
around - might not feel safe playing or
organizing shows because of the f*cked
up attitudes that exist in punk, much like
the rest of the world - where violence
against women, racism and transphobia
go unchallenged. These are barriers to
being involved with any community - but
for punk in particular, it can be a reason
why some folks may not feel so hot being
a part of such a toxic, unsafe "community."
We are working against that, celebrating
the fabulous radical folks who have been
taking up space in punk since the 70's who demand way cooler music and way
cooler communities that celebrate a more
anarchist, anti-oppression based model
of punk. BAND OFF is a no-skill-required,
random punk band generator for everyone.
Show Up at Eastern Edge’s potluck on
Friday, May 13 at 6:00 p.m., throw your
name in a hat, and bands are drawn from a
hat: you get a few weeks to learn 2 covers
and an original, then play a show.
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Feral Culture with Felicity Roberts

Dandelions
& Stinging Nettle
In a culture of 24 hour
supermarkets, global
trade, and all-year produce
availability, we tend to
look in disdain at the
dandelion and the stinging
nettle as something to be
removed, poisoned, or
simply ignored.
This was not always the case. These plants
were once valued as an important spring
food source. In Japan, they are not even
called weeds, but belong to a group referred
to as sansai, or wild spring vegetables, and
are highly prized to this day.
Gross, you might think, who would eat
a stinging nettle? Well, me, for one, and
anyone who enjoys spring charcuterie at
such bistros as Chinched, with their nettle
infused sausage and other delicious spring
vegetable treats.

Coltsfoot is not toxic as such, but contains
pyrrolizidine alkaloids which cause
cumulative liver damage and should be
avoided by those with liver issues, children,
pregnant women and the elderly. That said,
it has a long history of medicinal use for
chest ailments for those who can use it
safely. A good guide book is a true friend
to both the new forager and the more
experienced alike.
The idea of sadly choking down foraged
goods because they are 'sustainable'
or 'healthy' (although they are both) is
something that needs to be updated with
the understanding that they are wild,
delicious treats we are lucky to be able
to enjoy, no less than fresh game meat
and fish. The fact that they are free and
consuming them does us and our land so
much good is a fabulous bonus.

your style either, there is another option.
Grow a forest garden, a very simple
endeavour. Till the ground and plant seeds

If you can choke down a bitter, fibrous stalk
of kale, some steamed nettle with butter
and pepper or perhaps sautéed young
dandelion leaves with balsamic vinegar will
be absolutely delightful for you. Still too
much? Try sansai tempura, a battered and
deep fried spring tradition that is impossible
not to enjoy.
Many plants can be dangerous to forage
as they have toxic doppelgangers, but
these two are difficult to mistake for most
Newfoundlanders. Caution must still be
exercised. Coltsfoot flowers look much like
dandelions, but can be correctly identified
by knowing that leaves come before flower
buds with dandelions, whereas coltsfoot
flowers come first, and then its leaves,
which look nothing like the thin indented
dandelion leaves.

of whatever domesticated veggies or
flowers you'd like, and as weeds appear
only remove the undesirable ones, keeping
the food source wild plants growing. If the
weeds you want don't pop up, visit a site
where they grow and harvest a few seeds
to scatter in your garden space.
If your neighbours don't get it and with
the best of intentions offer you some sort
of poison to “take care of your garden
problem,” smile, say no thanks, and invite
them over for a delicious meal of sansai
tempura and nettle spanikopita. Emma
Goldman once said, “If I can't dance,
then it's not my revolution,” and if this

BY HEATHER NOLAN

1

Take the ferry to Bell Island, explore abandoned mines at the Grebe’s Nest.
(Ferry With Car $6.88)

2

Make a picnic, get the Metrobus to Bowring Park ($3 baguette, $3.93 mini bottle
of Barefoot Cab Sauv, $2.25 bus fare)

3

Check out the Storytellers Circle every second Tuesday at The Crow’s Nest, listen to stories
and recitations from Newfoundland’s finest storytellers, and enjoy a pint in a rare glimpse of
this Officer’s club, which looks like the galley of an old ship. ($3 Admission + $6 Pint)

4

Behave like a true St. John’s local and pick up a copy of Free Frame Zine at Broken Books
and a pour-over at Fixed Coffee and Baking, and lounge in the grass beside the War Memorial
on Duckworth Street. ($5 Zine + $3.50 Coffee)

5

Do a tour of Quidi Vidi Brewery, sample some locally made beer, and see how it’s made.
($10 Brewery Tour)

6

Team up with a buddy and rent a tent from The Outfitters for a night and go camping
on the East Coast Trail or in Pippy Park. ($10 each x 2)

7

Go for a boil up b’y. ($2 wieners + $3 box of Tetley + $1.50 bic lighter + your roommate’s
pot = boil up)

8

Wander around the Farmers Market – pay a visit to the Waffle Lady, get some samosas, or
take a peek at all the crafts, jewelry, and art. Then hang out in the grass outside, and you
might catch a Shakespeare By the Sea performance or a few buskers. (As many snacks as
you can get for $10)

9

Bet on horses at the racing track in The Goulds. (<$10)

10 Get totally lost in Three Pond Barrens, Pippy Park, while you try and navigate to one of the
ponds for a swim. Pet all the pups that pass. Eventually stumble across one of the ponds just
as you are giving up. Go for a dip. (Super free)
11 Do an art tour of downtown, starting with the Red Ochre Gallery on Duckworth East, Christina
Parker Gallery on Water Street East, Eastern Edge Gallery on Harbourside Drive, the Leyton
Gallery in Baird’s Cove, and then pop in to The Sprout to see what local exhibition they’ve got on
at the moment, and get a snack. After fueling up, scoot up the hill to the Peter Lewis Gallery on
Church Hill, Spurrell Gallery on Long’s Hill, and Richard Steele Gallery on Harvey Road. See The
Rooms on your right. Might as well, b’y. ($9 Open Sesame Sandwich at The Sprout)
12 Make the trip to Berg’s in Manuels for an old fashioned ice cream, sundae, or float;
eat your ice cream on a waterfall off the Manuels River Trail. Best. (<$5)
13 Take a stroll through the MUN Botannical Gardens. See things bloom, convince yourself
to do the same. ($PWYC First Wednesday of each month, Free May 1-7)
14 Join a Band Off. Show up at the potluck on May 13 at Eastern Edge to submit your name and
be matched with a band. Pick an instrument. Learn it. Play a show on May 27. Bam.
($Free as can be. Borrowing of instruments encouraged.)

attitude is applied to our relationship with
wild food, there is so much joy in doing
something so beneficial to us all.
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15 THINGS TO DO THIS
SUMMER IN ST. JOHN’S
FOR UNDER $10

If traipsing through the forest is not your
bag, and searching vacant lots is not

/ THE OVERCAST /

15 Rainy days are for board games and tea at Mochanopoly on Water Street.
($5 for tea and treats)
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HARD
TO BELIEVE

townie

Cross

PSSST!
ANSWERS BELOW

A Game of Four
Truths and a Lie

A wise man probably once said that
trivia is the best way to learn a thing
or two about the place you call
home. Only four of these five
statements are true. Lay off Google,
and guess the false statement.
1. Earlier this year, local musician Brianna
Gosse crossed professional paths with
Hollywood’s Brooke Shield and Beau
Bridges: Her song “Fall for You” appeared
ACROSS
Across
in a movie they starred in, Flower Shop
2. Former NL Premier, Roger ?
Former NL Premier, Roger ?
Mysteries: Mum's the Word Bridges.2.Sound
4. Statistics confirm this is the coldest 		
Statistics
the coldest
month
of the year
month
of the year
in St. John's.
of Pop, an independent record label4.
based
in confirm this is
in St. John's.
7.
This
local
songwriter
won
herself
Nova Scotia, hadn’t been showing her songs
a pairherself
of ECMAs
in April
7.
This
local
songwriter
won
a
pair
of
ECMAs
in
to music buyers for very long before this deal
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2. The name “Newfoundland” is not credited
to the French or English, but rather the
Portuguese, who called the island “Terra
Nova.” The Portuguese also get credit
for Labrador, which is named after the
Portuguese navigator João Fernandes
Lavrador.
3. On Page 27, Shannon Webb-Campbell
interviewed Canadian author Susan
Musgrave. Musgrave is married to Stephen
Reid – a convicted bank robber and former
member of the infamous band of thieves
known as the Stopwatch Gang.

4. The island of Newfoundland was created
about 400 million years ago when 3
chunks of rock were smashed together by
continental drift. The west coast is part of the
ancient margin of North America. Central
Newfoundland is the remains of an ocean floor
that lay between North America and Africa
about 500 million years ago, that was hoisted
up when the eastern part of the island smashed
into the west. The east coast was once part of
southwestern Europe and North Africa.
5. In 2002, RNC Chief of Police William Janes
placed in the top 5 of both the Regatta and

word And Now
You Know
Gravity in the Hudson Bay area of the
country is lower than it is in other
parts of the world.

It was a Greek Canadian, not a
Hawaiian, who invented the Hawaiian
pizza. His name was Sam Panopoulos,
and he had a restaurant in Chatham,
Ontario called Satellite in the early
1960s, when pizza was still a novelty
in the country. His fusion pizza was
inspired by a trend in cocktails served
in carved-out coconuts and pineapples
– he simply thought, “Why not throw
some pineapples on a ham and bacon
DOWN
Down
pizza?” His restaurant’s Hawaiian
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6.
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International?

At the age of 15, David Bowie got in a
fight, “over a girl,” that left his left pupil
permanently dilated.
When told his moustache was
unfashionable, Hitler said “if it is not
the fashion today, it will be because I
wear it.” He was trying to start a facial
hair trend. Actress Greta Garbo has
told media, “he was big on me. He
kept writing me inviting me to come
to Germany. And if the war hadn’t
started when it did, I would have gone
and I would have taken a gun in my
purse and shot him, because I am the
one person who wouldn’t have been
searched.
There are tiny mites living in your
eyelashes.
Kraft Dinner is the top selling
grocery item in Canada, and we eat
significantly more of it than
Americans do.
Blue-eyed people have a higher
alcohol tolerance.

The Tely 10.
TOWNIE CROSSWORD ACROSS: Across: 2 Grimes 4 February 7 Amelia Curran 8 Elliston Down: 1 Crocuses 3 Microwave 5 Marshall 6 Flavours HARD TO BELIEVE: Answer #5 is false.
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BLACK HEN MUSIC PRESENTS

The 7th solo release from multi Juno Award-winning artist and producer

STEVE
DAWSON
SOLID STATES AND LOOSE ENDS
“One magazine has referred to Steve Dawson as the T-Bone Burnett
of Canada. I tend to think of him more as a Canadian version of
Ry Cooder… his fine slide guitar and storytelling,
everything seeming to flow effortlessly.”
– Toledo Blade
"Bluesy, inventive, and highly charged.”
- Acoustic Guitar Magazine
AVAILABLE DIGITAL, CD AND 180 GRAM DOUBLE VINYL
APRIL 1ST 2016

ON TOUR NOW

May 20 – LSPU Centre (with Tony McManus)
www.blackhenmusic.com

"This project is funded in part by FACTOR, the Government of Canada and Canada’s private radio broadcasters.
Ce projet est financé en partie par FACTOR, le gouvernement du Canada et les radiodiffuseurs privés du Canada."
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